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INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION

The expanding complexities of mere existence in
our society have dulled and destroyed the total participation/relationship of man with his environment. In the
contextual setting of the zoological institution, this lost
sensitivity may be renewed and reinforced. The Pittsburgh
Zoo, however, fails to create such a setting in its current
condition. Therefore, an immediate programmed rehabilitation is direly needed.
The primary intent of this manuscript is to develop
a comprehensive understanding of animal/man relationships, as applicable in the rehabilitation program of the
Pittsburgh Zoo. Formulation of a conceptual program has
been based on the historical development of animal/man
relationships, case studies, and the role of animals in
captivity. With specific application directed to the
Pittsburgh Zoo, I have attempted to provide a rehabilitation program where a harmonious relationship may exist
with man and his environment.

PITTSBURGH

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

ecological
relationships

MAN/ANIMAL

The evolution of man/animal relationships is distinctly
separated into three primary ecological relationships. (See
Figure 1.) These relationships and the development of
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Figure 1.
animals in captivity have resulted from man's adaptation
from sole primitive hunter to resident communities. (See
Figure 2.)

Throughout this development, man has adopted

various changing attitudes regarding animals for utility,
religious, or cultural purposes. (See Figure 3.)

Often,

animals assumed one or more roles, depending upon the
civtlization.
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UTILITY

Pre-historic and Neanderthal man established man as
a hunter. Human concerns for animals were strictly for
food provisions. The oldest forms of cages for animals were
directly related to ancient means of trapping animals, the
"pits a II While tar pits and open pits afforded a viable means
of capturing wild animals, man possessed little or no interest
in animal possession. Animals presented a constant threat,
initially, of life and welfare.
With the emergence of semi-nomadic man, little need
was created for provisions of keeping animals because of the
constant movement of campsites. Thus, there was no need
to confine animalso Confinement of animals resulted with
the development of agricultural communities. Animals were
then utilized for various ne.c essities of life support. Domestication of animals is believed to have occurred in the sixth
millenium B. C., where wild dogs became possessions of
wandering caravans. Animals of the semi-nomadic era were
animals of affection and utility. Goats and sheep were the
first animals to be employed for domestic purposes. Thus, a
change occurred from the process of food gathering in favor
of food production. Descartes expressed this new principle
tn his thesis that recognized animals other than man as
machines. Having sufficiently controlled a few primitive
domestic animals, various other species were used for their

8

potential. Various animals, such as elephants, camels, and
asses,were employed for transport, work, and power capabilities. Even present-day machinery is evaluated according to
horsepower ratios of an ancient tradition. Food and clothing
were also other necessities produced by animals.

RELIGION

Not only have animals provided utilitarian needs to
man, they have also played an instrumental part in religious
associations. Religious connotations and writings have
emphasized throughout the ages the importance of animals
in the development of man. One of the earliest records
on existence are the biblical writings regarding the story
of Noah's Ark. The Bible stated the words of God to
Noah (Genesis 6: 18, 19):
••• thou shalt come into the ark,. thou
and thy son and thy-wife and thy sons'- wives
with thee and of every living thing of all ·
flesh, two of every sort shalt thou bring Into
the ark. ·
·
Whether allegory or fact, the biblical reference
illustrates the significance of animal and man's worldly
relationships and the need for preservation of all specles.
Several animals possessed sacred values of cultural
significance. Egyptians worshipped feline species (cats)
and bulls. The worship of the bull' ·illustrates one of the
ambivalent attitudes of man and animal relationships. The

9

The bull, even though sacred, was also animal of sport and
game. Changing attitudes and associations toward animals
was symbolic of sacred worship to the Egyptians, the people
of the Middle Ages saw the cat as a direct descendant of
Satan. The snake, chicken, and cock were sacred animals
during the rule of the Romans, representative of chastity,
fertility, and sexuality respectively.

CULTURE

The cultural significance of animals, whether used as
a reflection of wealth or power, or considered for games,
sports, pets, and popular entertainment, have been of
prime importance in the formation of man's image regarding
animals.
Biblical reference acclaim Solomon of having large
collections of sheep, deer, and horses. Not only did these
animals provide various necessities, they were also a reflection of a ruler1 s wealth and power. Fascination with
animals for wealth and power continued into Egyptian,
Greek, and Roman civilizations. Many of the emperors
kept large collections within the confines of their palaces.
Octavius Augustus, at one time, maintained a collection of
over 3,500 animals. Animals of emperoral collections were
primarily collected for games and sport. As part of their
official duties, Roman governors were required to collect

10
and send wild animals of native habitats to Rome. Treatment of both animals and people was cruel, but generally
typical of the times. Titus, for the opening of the Coloseum, had over 5,000 wild animals and 4,000 domestic
animals put to death during the 100-day celebration.
In contrast to such cruelty, humane treatment to
animals was also popular. Emperor lv\arcus Crassus owned
a pet eel, which he decorated with golden earrings and
jewelled necklaces. This common practice of anthropomorphic ideals was as common in the Victorian age as it is in
our own era.
As part of our cultural history, animals have been
woven into every conceivable type of fairy story from
peasant folk to Manhattan advertising. Eve~ the legendary
Mickey Mouse of Wa It Disney fame has found a home in
every American household.

CONCLUSION

In summary, animals throughout the ages, have been
identified with utilitarian, reltglous, and cultural purposes.
Our current attitudes and relationships can be attributed
to previous animal functions, associations, and images.
{See Figure 4.)
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ANIMAL
COLLECTIONS

A Ithough the zoo had its beginning far before the
origination of the word, the term "zoo" was first coined
for the Zoological Gardens of London

11

•••

in a popular

music hall song of 1877 called 'Walking in the Zoo is the
OK Thing To Do.' 1
First known constructions of zoological parks were
by Shulgi, king of the Third Dynasty of Ur (2130-2030
B.C.). The zoo was primarily a royal collection located
near Nippur, a city on the Euphrates River. Animals of
the zoo were collected by means of trading excursions to
Africa and India. Progressive development of royal collec·tions continued in the following years. King Tiglathpileser, during his reign, established many zoos in Assyria,
which lasted from 1114-1074 B.C. These zoos were comprised of exotic animals which he located on expeditions
to parts of the known world. Many animals of his collecfions came from bribes and reparations. During the constant
accession of new kings, numerous other zoos were established in the cities of the highest priorities. Tablets relate
that Assyrian subjects not only had to go o_ut and catch wild animals for the zoos, they also were required to visit
them frequently.

14
Roots of the zoological gardens had their beginnings
as creations of early rulers of Egypt and China. Of the
great civilizations, Queen Hatshepsut financed many
Egyptian expeditions to Africa in search of many wi Id
animals for her elaborate collection. The Greeks, while
under Egyptian rule in the third century, B. C., also maintained many outstanding animal collections. Marco Polo,
during one of his excursions to the Orient in 1271, reported many established zoos throughout the country. The
present-day zoological park of Peking was originally
established along with many other zoos by Kublai Khan.
Creations of zoological gardens were scarce and
limited in the following years. Discovery of the Americans
revealed perhaps one of the world's finest zoos.

Located

In the city of Tenochtiti-an,-now Mexico City, the Emperor Montezuma created one of the largest collections of
fauna of Central America. Kept among lavish gardens,
It required the aid of hundreds of workers and keepers.
Although the zoo was at its peak prior to the invasion of
the Spaniards, little was left after the conquest, as many
structures were destroyed during the fighting, and most
of the animals were killed for food by the starving armies.
Although destroyed, the impact of Montezuma's collection
was evidenced by the arrival of animal.s from Central and

15

South America to Europe. Once again, the interest in
animal collections became popular as many zoological
"menageries" were established. The seventeenth century
saw the creation of many such collections.

TRAVELING
EXHIBITS

During the next three hundred years, the period of
the Middle Ages, animals were seen primarily in traveling
menageries. The particular term "menagerie" is often
associated with the zoological collections of the sixteenth,
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. Traveling animal
shows were money-making adventures, lacking little regard
to care and concern for animal behavior. Most notable of
traveling menageries was the London Peckham Fair. Such a
menagerie specialized _in the display of exotic wild beasts
and was a popular source of entertainment during the period.

MENAGERIES

Europe's" ••• first 'modern zoo' "2

the Jardin

~es Plcintes, was established in Paris, in 1626. Entertainment in the zoo consisted not only of animals, but Included side shows, concerts, and musical displays. The
influence of Spanish explorations is also evidenced by the
impressive park, Choteau de Versa ii les, created in 1650.
N\enagerles of the era were primarily laid out on a

$)'S-

tematic basiso Although the keeping of similar species,
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daily maintenance, and animal husbandry, are easier,
such displays were often boring and monotonous.
Of the menageries created during the period of
heightened zoological interest, the only surviving example
is the garden at Schonbrunn. This menagerie was originally
the proud collection of the Empress Maria Theresa, organized
in 1752. Schonbrunn was built with the attitude of displaying animals so that they could be admired by their royal
owners, and the cages were designed more for the convenience of the spectators. Thus, the means of confining
animals was not designed around its requirements but,
rather, tried to create a mood sympathetic to the legendary
histories or country of origin. Often, in many European
zoos, the exotic qualities of animals were emphasized by

using keepers from their native homelands, demonstrating
varieties of animal/man relationships.
The zoo "architecture" of the 1800's was generally
quite fantastic in Imagination, yet poor regarding the biological concerns of the animals. The Royal Stables and
the Riding House at Brighton are typical of grand architecture in the Interest of equestrian activities. Commissioned in 1803, by George Prince of Wales, the stables
were designed by Wi Iliam Pouden as an arcaded space
similar to the Hall au Ble', in Paris. Covered with a

17
spacious dome and topped with a golden lantern, the
building was an engineering feat in its own time. Imagination of exhibition architecture was al~ quite fantastic.
The zoological garden in Dusseldorf was constructed as
a representation of a ruined cast le. Redevelopment of the
Berlin Zoo, in ·1869, carried the theme of Eastern influence
with the construction of temples and pagodas. Such an
example of cultural influence from the east is common
today, as evidenced by the newly constructed Riverbanks
Zoological Park, in Columbia, South Carolina. When
commissioned to carry out menagerie bui,ldings, designers
often sought the inspiration from the country of origin of
the animal or from its folklore associations.
SCIENTIFIC
APPROACH

Most noted for examples of proper zoological endeavors is the London Zoo. Originally designed by Decimus Burton, the zoological garden, located in Regents
Park, has been recognized for constant progress in areas
of animal care, display methods, and research. From
the first moveable cages with keepers dressed in top hats
and white pants to the newly created Whipsnade openair zoo, the London Zoological Society has been a trendsetter throughout the years.

18
With the formation of zoological societies, many
menageries were soon converted into zoological parks
and gardens. (See Figure 5.)

zoological menagerie&
1BOO's

Natura Artis Magistra,

zoological
societies

Figure 5.
Europe's third oldes_t zoo, imple,:nented progr~ms of active
involvement in zoological research, educational programs,
animal care, and display. (See Figure 6.) In 1843, the
Antwerp Zoo, originally a menagerie collectlon, was the
earliest zoo to use scientific labels, descriptions, and
picture, of animals.

SCIENTIFIC
CARE

The major problem of the European zoo was that the
animals only survived a few years. The most radical change
in zoological concepts resulted from the work of Gottfried
Hagenbeck in the nineteenth century, Hagenbeck was
instrumental in developing revolutionary ideas of a modern
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Figure 6.
approach to keeping, breeding, and training. Continuing
in his father's work, Carl Hagenbeck was the first to implement his father's ideas and concepts into practice.

INNOVATIONS

Working with the Swiss architect, Eggenschwiller,

IN

Hagenbeck was the first to create a barless zoo in Hamburg,

HOUSING

in 1907. He was a pioneer in artificial mountains and landscapes, as well as developing hidden moats, utilizing
natural vegetations and dramatic panoramas for animal
displays. Many of his principles have been refined in the
newly created Milwaukee Zoo. Working in similar directions as Hagenbeck, Robert Garner, in 1896, was
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developing innovative ideas of animal housing based on his
experiments in behavior with chimpanzees, orangutans,
and gorillas. In the beginning of the twentieth century,
interest in zoological progress declined.

U.S.A.

zoos

Evolution of zoos and zoological interests began in
the United States with the founding of the Boston Zoo.
Being a major port, Boston was the first to receive foreign
exotic animals, in 1716. In a similar tradition, the European
traveling menagerie, such as Wombwels Menagerie (noted
for bringing natural history to the masses) was found in the
United States during the 1800's. Many such traveling
menageries were found on the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.
Durir:ig the Civil War, zoos received little or no attention
in the country. The first form of zoo founded in the United
States was the Philadelphia Zoo, in 1874. Later years
saw the organization of many zoological societies, most
noted being the New York Zoological Society, founded
in 1895 and dedicated as a cultural institution, providing
recreation, protection for wild life, research, and 1publication.

21

CURRENT
TRENDS

With the era of conservation, only now has the question of zoological preservation been cultivated. Numerous zoos have recently undertaken programs of redevelopment and rehabilitation, as well as expansion in the area of
preservation. In the growing progress of urban spread, the
Cambridge Seven Associates have proposed plans for a new
urban multi-story zoo for Boston. Various proposals have
also been formulated for an Australian biological center
for the living world. This type of exhibit represents zoological thinking far beyond the typical zoo of today, but
rather emphasizes a total relation of man and animal in

the biological environment.
Both the concept and the structure of the
zoological garden are under constant
change, and existing conditions can become
rapidly outmoded as knowledge increases.
The arts and techniques involved in maintaining and exhibiting wild animals are
undergoing increasingly rapid development,
but what is unchangeable is the universal
appeal of being able to observe the animals
of the skies, the earth, and the seas. 3
What does the future hold? The continued need for
•
man's understanding of the ecological base! It is critical
for his own preservation; a lesson that can be learned "at
the zoo. 11

PITTSBURGH

CABE
STUDIES

•
open-air
_zoos

24

OPEN-AIR

Open-air zoos studied were San Diego Zoo-Wild Animal Park,

zoos

San Diego, California; Busch Gardens, Tampa, Florida; Lion
Country Safari, Palm Beach, Florida; and World of Animals,
Dallas, Texas. These zoos represent similar developments
privately owned except for the San Diego Zoo. Variations
in design criteria change only in administrative policy, land
area, and mode of visitor experience whether car, tour bus,
or monorail. The overall conceptual planning and design of
exterior lands is similar among all four zoos. Emphasis bas
been directed in analysis to define applicable design
criteria, advantages, and disadvantages to such a zoological
park.

PHILOSOPHY

"Man will survive best if he lives close to nature."

1

The current trend in zoological parks is that of the open-air
zoo. This concept emphasizes animals in their natural habitats.
Few zoos anywhere

tn the workl approach this idea. Many

are nothing more than the remains of 19th century menageries.
Some are cruel, with crate-size pens and cages and inadequate
animal care. With the rapid progress and development of
technology in various fields, the zoo has no doubt progressed
the least.
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As a result of man's lack of concern, as exemplified by
current conditions in our society, the natural amenities ·
of rivers, forests, and wildlife have been neglected and are
on the verge of total devastation.

However, the open-air

zoo presents the very recent concept of conservation regarding
both physical features of the environment as well as the endangered species.
PRESERVATION

Implementation of the concepts and ideas of the
modern open-air zoo enables the reverse action of animal
preservation to occur. Instead of removing animals from the
wild, and placing them in condensed urban zoos, native
and exotic animals are released to large controlled areas of
veldt (grass plains), jungles, and forests of vast game preserves. Thus, both undeveloped lands of the country and
animals are preserved for future generations. People associate
animals with the wild outdoors of the country, and the openair zoo provides an ideal means of display.
Since most of the zoos are located in the
heart of the city with scant acreage, they
can do little more than plant a few trees
or enlarge their cages to simulate the outdoors. This is a step in the right direction,
but is merely a treatment for a problem and
not a cure. 2
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The "big city" zoo obviously needs to recognize the
necessity for substantial change. The zoo is the most
" ••• popular outdoor recreation, 11 3 as evidenced by the
two African game parks, Kruger Park and Serengeti Park.
Both zoological preserves are the prime interest to tourists
and habitants of the African continent. Both of these parks
have been instrumental in the implementation of the openair zoo concept of providing large acreage of undeveloped
virgin territory for protection and preservation of wild animals. Recognizing the need for the modern zoo concept,
over forty years ago, the London Zoo established an extension of the main zoo complex in Whipsnade, England.
Animals in this new zoo found hundreds of acres in which
to roam.
Construction of open-air zoos requires 5,000 acres for

DESIGN
CRITERIA

a large zoo, and 200 to 1,000 acres for a relatively small
one.

Prime design criteria in the creation of open-air

zoos include:
1.

Climatic considerations

2.

Land acquisition (economic and location
considerations)

3.

Administrative and management operations

4.

Staff/employees

5.

Fencing (perimeter and sector)
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6.

Administrative facilities

7.

Quarantine facilities

8.

Animal trapping areas

9.

Provisions for animal enclosures
(food, shelter)

10.

LOCATION

Public facilities (viewing, restaurants, etc.)

Ideal locations range predominantly from southern to
western areas. Creation of open-air zoos in northern
climates present some special problems.
Winter, snow and cold weather of course will
have to be considered in northern climates,
but most tropical animals can be acclimated
to some degree as has been proven in Switzerland as well as the Catskills Game Farm, in
upper New York. 4
Areas outside of the congested urban center provide ideal

-

locations where scenic areas of wooded lands, plains, lakes
and ponds, may be preserved and utilized for their existing
natural beauty. Considerations regarding the advantages
and disadvantages are as follows:
ADVANTAGES

1.

Large, natural biological environments
for animals

2.

Maintain animals in their wild state

3.

Restocking of animal populations (to native
land and smaller zoos)

4.

Conservation of virgin lands

28
5.

Lower long-term operational costs
(limited employees, food supplies, general
maintenance)

6.

Increased public safety

7.

Simplicity of construction

8. Aesthetic display areas for public _
9.

Limited physical structures or enclosures

DISADVAN-

1.

Acquisition of extensive land areos

TAGES

2.

Initial capital expense (animol collections)

3. Animal supervision and required care more
difficult

4.

Difficulty in seeing specific animals of
choice

5.

Removed locations from urban centers

6.

Required tours, public unable to observe
at leisure

PUBLIC

VIEWING

7.

Locotions suitable in specific areas only

8.

Public viewing range limited

Open-air zoos provide more natural/biological environments for animals as well os providing exciting and interesting
viewing for park visitors. Public viewing of such expansive
areas may be accomplished in numerous ways. Transportation

29

facilities most popular and in use today are the mini-bus,
boat, miniature railroad, car, and monorail. These systems
enable movement of large groups of people throughout the
park efficiently. Cars and mini-bus transports are the least
desirable means, due to public and animal safety concerns.
Monorail systems are the most effective since they operate
relatively silently, and interference with animals and the
land is reduced to a minimum. However, such monorail
systems are expensive and create an image of looking down
on animals, rather than a one-to-one animal/man relationship on the ground.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of the modern zoo presents a radically
different approach to zoological thinking, including both
animal preservation and natural reSQ.urce conservation. Initiations In the creations and experimentations of open-air zoos
have resulted predominantly from private enterprises. Only

in recent years have corporations undertaken a leading role
in the development of parks and reserves. Such parks demonstrate new potentials in thinking and alternatives for existing
zoological problems. Perhaps the most important role the
open-air zoos illustrate is the need for immediate action.
Far from being the ultimate solution, the conceptual framework ts a basis for future action.
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Although the concept of the open-air zoo presents
numerous advantages applicable in the light of current
trends in conservation and preservation, they are highly
visionary in their fulfillment in the immediate needs of the
urban zoo and public. With respect to the Pittsburgh Zoo,
large expanses of undeveloped land in the immediate vicinity
are practically nonexistent. Abandonment of the zoo, in
general, does not offer a viable solution with current investments in the aqua and twilight zoos, which illustrate modern
display and visitor-experience techniques. Furthermore, a
miniature development or adaptation of the open-air zoo
to the limited acreage of the Pittsburgh Zoo would lock the
total impact found In open-air zoos of 5,000 acres. Additional problems, due to the severity of topography, arise for ample
exhibit space. Also, climatic variations (summer and winter)
are unpredictable, and primates and the large mafority of
feline species require climatic controlled environments. Limited acreage and terrain make movement systems, other than
walking routes, relatively impractical, as well as lnfeostble.
Particular concentration should be made to create the most not
natural means of a walking experience.
Except for the San Diego Zoo, covered in the case studies
of open-air zoos, the remaining majority of all open-air zoos
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in existence have been developed and are operated by private
enterprises. In contrast, the Pittsburgh Zoo -- which depends
upon public funding for over 66% of its operation budget -has limited and fluctuating resources. Private animal parks
and reserves are able to operate without subjection to public
influences regarding funding, capital allocations, maintenance,
and development. In the case of the Pittsburgh Zoo, such
limited funding and operational instability necessitate numerous constraints on development, as well as operational expenditures. This particular consideration must be given to current
·public support and participation. In implementation of any
design programs or rehabilitation, an obtainable goal of
economic feasibility and phase-development are of the highest
priority.

new

zoaa
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PREFACE

Originally to be included in the case study format
were analyses of programs dealing with zoological park
rehabilitations. Extensive research has concluded that
such information is rare, if not existent. Programs dealing with macro-redevelopment are among the items of low
publishing popularity. Investigations in the area of zoological sciences revealed information of a highly technical
nature regarding behavior and animal care. Such information, although valuable

in the ultimate success of a

zoological park, is of limited value in the preliminary
feasibility studies of site develop,ment, educational graphic
of
systems, pedestrian
circulations, cind other concerns
.
.
the architect/planner.

NEW ZOOS

New zoos studied were the Milwaukee Zoo, Wiscon•sin; Columbia Zoo, South Carolina; Atlanta Zoo, Georgia;
Minnesota Zoo, Minnesota; Ramsey County Zoo, Minnesota; Boston Zoo, Massachusetts; and Franklin Park Zoo,
Massachusetts. Analysis is divided acco~ing to a conceptual evaluation of key issues pertaining to physical
design, ex~tblt designs, and public concerns. Those
Information areas presented represent general conclusion
of available material. In general, the avallabtllty of
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quantitative and qualitative published material regarding
zoological parks and programs is extremely limited. That
.information which is obtainable is highly emotional, prejudiced, and trivial in content.

CONCLUSION

In summary of salient positive factors of physical design,
exhibit design and public concerns worthy of particular consideration to the Pittsburgh Zoo include:

Physical Design
Design concepts illustrating continental (predator/
prey) groupings -- Such displays may be enhanced
by the topographical variations emphasizing a
hierarchy of animal relationships.
Incorporation of exterior/interior service routes
eliminating conflicting movement systems
within the park -- Utilization of the existing
drives within the park may provide an exterior
service system.
Consolidation of collective facilities (administration, first aid, concessions, restaurants, etc.)
-- Central area or focus of the Pittsburgh Zoo
is currently undeveloped and is a focus to the
limits of exhibit areas.
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Incorporation of botanical gardens and landscaping
into a complete design -- The Pittsburgh Zoo
grounds offer a variety of quality vegetation and
exciting landscaping c~pable of being successfuly
integrated into the totality of the design • .
Display of native and related species appropriate to
the display environment -- Large quantities of deer
are currently maintained at the zoo and could be
used to create a native environmental display emphasizing indigenous climatic/topographical, and
animal relationships.
Visitor movement systems simulating related or comparable journeys through an environment -- specific
areas suitable for exhibit areas should be utilized
to work with existing structures and provide
either a comprehensive or 5pecific exhibit
movement system.
Design based upon schematic phase developments
-- demolition and relocation of existing
exhibits and buildings, as well as isolating
construction zones should be Incorporated into .
phases; thus, a minimum problem arises regarding animal transport, interference with the.zoo

CLEMSON UNlVERSIT'l

LlBRARY-
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visitor, as well as limiting vast economic sums
of investment at a given period.
Land-use planning to emphasize conservation .- existing views and terrain should be saved and
utilized into the fabric of the new rehabilitation
program.

Exhibit Areas
Utilization of psy~hological and biologicalbarriers
when possible -- elimination of existing fencing,
small cages, and menagery collections may be
accomplished by adapting barriers to the existIng terrain to facilitate the construction of
moats and natural barriers.

Integration of exhibit buildings and houses with
natural features of exhibit areas -- aqua zoo
and twilight zoo emphasize natural use of
materials and siting should be a continuum

throughout the zoo.
Limitation of species and quantity of exhibits -Pittsburgh Zoo currently maintains an exten- .
sive collection of animals and should reduce

in favor of appropriate quality -displays; -·~
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Exhibit design related to site -- Variations of the
Pittsburgh site; i. e., orientation, vegetation,
topography, etc., should be incorporated into
exhibit areas rather than creating totally artificial/simulated environments.
Use of underground animal houses and quarters -Limited site exhibit areas may necessitate
isolation of such facilities in order to free as
much usable land as possible for exterior
exhibit areas.
Rear service and ancillary support facilities -- maximization of interior space and location of
exhibit buildings along the perimeter of the
site enables rear services and allows free natural
development void of obtrusive service routes.
Use of modern and innovative confinement method, ....
Out-of-date confinement m~thods and cages
should be eliminated in favor of new mean,
permitting greater visibility of animals; I.

e.,

tension wires, glass, moats, etc.
Complete mechanical (HVAC) systems for climatic
controlled conditions -- animal houses should
provide comfort to both animals as well as the
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visiting public, eliminating annoying odors
and conditioning the air.

Public Concerns
Use of coded graphic systems -- No such system is
used at t_he present in the Pittsburgh Zoo, and
introduction of an information ~esource system
would allow expedient movement to desired
exhibit areas as well as locating areas of neces-sity (restrooms, first aid, telephones, lost and
found). Such a system would alsQ be integrated .
with a total exhibitional educational format.
Variation in viewing -- The Pittsburgh Zoo, except
for the aqua zoo and twilight zoo, offer no
varied levels or angles of viewing, observation,
and studying animals. Existing topographical
variations offord an excellent means to
incorporate sequential experiences, panoramic views,

01

well as diverse viewing levels

and angles.
Multiple levels of route experience-- Existing
buildings,deemed viable to save, should be·
incorporated Into the sequential movement
system, allowing a total zoo experience as
well as tndtvtdual exhibit sequences.
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Ease of pedestrian movement -- Pittsburgh Zoo
design should recognize existing topography
and enable circulation in the least strained
manner with minor variations in grade changes,
etc.

Summer and winter viewing -- Both summer and
winter quarters are currently deficient and
should be designed to afford alternate routes,
depending upon climatic variations.
Intimate design and detailing -- In keeping with
limited acreage of the Pittsburgh Zoo and
its natural appearance,fimitatlons of monumental design and detailing should be foregone
in favor of a simplistic, sensitive treat'!lent
respective of the existing site and environment.
Location and integration of concessions and public
support facilities -- Support zoo concessions
and support facilities are poorly designed,
located, and maintained. New facilities
should be designed and incorporated into the
new zoo fabric to enhance time/movement/
experience sequences.

PITTSBURGH

ANIMALS
IN
CAPTIVITY

philosophy

CULTURAL
INSTITUTIONS

Why bother about animals? Because our
remoteness from them and their lives is at
the heart of our plight. Because by studying
their Iives and their ecology, we may come
to understand our own. Though we live in
cities, cities are not our habitat for they
furnish none of life's basic needs. l
The evolution of the animal in captivity has clearly
delineated three distinct ages of civilization: Age of Cults,
Profane Age, and the Scientific Age, in which we are currently involved. In contrast to the previous ages, where animals
were recognized for their religious implications or usefulness
and entertainment, the Scientific Age is viewed on four levels:
1, systematic and anatomical; 2, biological; 3, psychological;
and 4, cultural. (See Figure 1.) The greater majority of
the Americans are primarily concerned with animals for their
psychological/cultural value. Today, the wild animal is to
have a cultural value, it is regarded as part of our heritage to
which the whole of mankind and future generations have a
legitimate claim. The goal of zoological institutions to
which these living items of culture are entrusted, therefore,
is to provide understanding and appreciation of the total
biological environment. (See Figure 2.)
Urbanization and isolation from nature are no doubt
the most critical factors contributing to the increased widespread attendance to zoological parks and gardens. Attendance
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to zoological institutions far exceeds attendance to all other
recreative and cultural activities, including athletics, sports,
art muse urns, etc. 2 Never before has the need for open space
and parks been in such demand. This " ••• hunger for
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nature is a modern phenomenon, 11 3 resultant from overpopulation and urban expansion.
Although the urban zoo is only a partial and immediate
relief from abstract forms and synthetic materials, it does
provide a needed environment to the urbanscape. The urban
zoos are 11 ••• lungs of the big city. 114 Weekend trips are
becoming fewer and fewer. Increased travel distances and
time are greater. Population and traffic densities make
expedient travel almost impossible. Concrete and asphalt
abound in every direction. What is the eventual outcome?
The National Zoo In Washington, D. C.,currently undertaking a rehabilitation project, views the zoological park
as an emergency exit to nature -- "A secondary natural
place where the city dweller can appease his hunger for
nature, a hunger that cannot be sloughed off from one
generation to the next. 115
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The creation of the urban zoo can help fulfill a hunger
for nature, as well as provide cultural enrichment, popular
entertainment, and scientific inquiry. These three elements
are the prime considerations of the modern zoo. In general,
people have a healthy desire for information, instruction,
and active participation; however, such opportunities are
usually poor or completely lacking in zoos. The lingering
taste of the historical origin of mqny zoological gardens, from
cabinets of curiosities or menageries linked with the annual
fair, constitutes a serious hindrance in the progress of the
modern zoo. Few zoos provide the visitor with little more
than a circus atmosphere or amusement park. Such an image
has been perpetuated throughout the years by advertisements
which condition the public's attitude, the end result being
the demise of the zoological park.
Only in recent years and in few instances has the menagerie
been altered to avoid the prisonlike atmosphere and treatment
of animals. Even though the association of anthropomorphic
ideals (assigning human qualities to animals) was highly responsible for the, revived interest in zoos, little has actually
been accomplished in considering the total possible scope.
If renewed interest is to continue, anthropomorphic concepts
must be abandoned in favor of zoocentric or biological
methods.
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PURPOSE

The organization of the zoo, although influencing
numerous aspects of life, is centered around five basic purposes:
Passive recreation
Natural appreciation
Educational and cultural enrichmeot
Research
Conservation
Interrelation of these five areas provides for the most viable
and worthwhile zoological institution. (See Figure 3).
OBJECTIVES
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Passive Recreation
In the broadest sense, a zoo should be a
source of entertainment. 6
Although purposes of zoos are somewhat
more academic and serious, the philosophy
should not be surressed that a visit to the
zoo can be fun o
The zoological park is capable of proving an excellent
source of recreative activities; however, such zoological
experiences are capable of combining both recreation and
entertainment with educational enlightenment.

Natural Appreciation
Emphasis on the aesthetic qualities of the zoo are equally
important as recreation and exhibition of animals. Thus,
visitors develop an appreciation for natural amenities, as well
as for living animals. The essence of a zoo as a "living
garden" should be maintained as such to provide beautiful landscaping, exhibit areas, etc., void of distracting influences .

Educational and Cultural Enrichment
Educational and cultural enrichment are areas often
neglected in zoological parks of today, as wel I as the Pittsburgh Zoo in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Zoological exhibits
should provide accurate information regarding zoology, animal
behavior, habitats, and ecology.
Educational interpretations in zoo exhibits are
actually a relatively recent development and
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have lifted zoos from the menagerie level of
display to the interpretive approach of museums. 8
The zoo may function on a variety of educational levels,
including tours, lectures, school educational programs,to the
concise graphics of an exhibit area. Zoological parks possess
the unique ability to combine recreative and educational
activities. Thus, after a short visit to the zoo, the visitor is
capable of possessing an enormous wealth of information without an actual awareness.

Research
The role of research is currently the weakest within the
zoological park. Only a few zoos in the United States and
Europe are actively involved in research programs. Most note.

worthy are the Bronx and London Zoos. Wh i Ie the zoo provides
an excellent resource of investigation, few employ an active
research program. Such research programs in conjunction with
zoological parks are capable of providing invaluable fundamental information pertaining to animal sclences, -medicine, and
animal behavior.

Conservation
The final role included in the balance of a zoological
institution is the provision for conservation/preservation, and
reproduction of the endangered species. Zoos actively
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involved in efforts of conservation are responsible for procreation and reintroduction of the species into their natural
habitat.

In addition to directly related zoological concerns,
parks provide numerous affective networks to both social
and economical stimulation in areas of their location. (See
Figure 4.)
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PUBLIC
CONCERNS

Although zoos are comprised of numerous interrelated
components, the visiting public is the most essential element
in their continuing existence. The public is
••• of supreme importance; together with
the animal they are the primary consideration.
It can therefore be said, there would be no
point in having a zoo, with the exception of
an establishment for pure research, which
failed to take the public into account. 9
The zoo is therefore involved in crucial designs which are
created for both animal and public welfare .d Such a dualpurpose use is a problem of reconciliation between both entities.
Often, one must be sacrificed in favor of the other. In the case
·o f a biological approach, maintenance of wild animals in captl·vity must be considered of the highest priority, even to the
neglect of the visiting publico To illustrate this particular point
is the example of confinement of primates behind glass enclosures. Such a consideration, while termed inappropriate by
the "general II public, is deemed necessary due to the low tolerance residence of the species to infectious diseases. The most
advantageous arrangement is one which affords a unique animal/
man relationship. In turn, such arrangements are not strictly
oriented for the use of animals but are also suitable for viewing
by zoo visitors, as wel Io
In design of zoological parks and gardens, provisions
must be made for humans, as well as animals. Utilization of a
comparative psychology provides insight to both groups. Both
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sides of the bars have to be kept under control, and it is the
side where the humans are that usually causes the most
trouble. Whereas animal species are relatively controlable
and predictable, the human element is extremely irrational.
Introduction of man into the zoological park presents both a
positive interest (recreative and educational) and negative
interest (perverts and criminals). Detection of specific demented persons is another problem of serious concern to the wellbeing of the zoological park. Even though the majority of
zoo visitors are engaged in normal activities and interests,
others possess abnormal tendencies and motives which jeopardize both animal and fellow humans, as well. Such persons
pose a constant threat. Provisions and considerations for them
are of special interest in the zoo.

JUSTIFICATION

Bearing in mind the tot<;1I complexities C?f the problem,
the cases for the f ustlftcatlon of the wild animal in captivity
are divided into three categories:
1.

Welfare of the animal must be safeguarded

as the highest priority.
2.

The zoological park must possess value as
an exhibit or an institution.

3.

Such exhibits and institutions must be readily
available and utilized-by the public.
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Sentimental extremists " ••• regard even the best zoological
as the worst kind of prison and plead for the liberty of the
animals. 11 10 While this is a highly anthropomorphic attitude,
••• the emotions ignore the fact that zoo
animals live an average longer life, that their
illnesses are treated scientifically, and that
old animals which could not compete in the
w i Id are cared for and protected • 11
Animals within the protective hands of the zoo, for the most
part, obtain excellent longevity records as they are safe from
natural perils of forest and brush fires, floods and draught, ice
storms and hurricanes, and even predatory species. However,
.longevity is not sQ_lely a biological justification for the keeping
of animals in captivity. The zoo also has a
••• duty of acting as a center of popular education,
and is thus bound to keep up with research and take
an active part in it. This means that a zoological
garden not only has to function, so to speak, as a
technical service internally, but must keep up the
most active external interest in educational establishments and research. Thus, the zoological has two
sides and two spheres of duty to fulfill. 12
Concentration in the areas of scientific research and
related fields is placed lowest by most institutions. Exceptions
are the Bronx and London Zoos, which currently maintain active
scientific societies and publish related journals. There is definitely a need for expansion and increase of scientific funding
and cooperative research. Research and related facilities
possess enormous ·potential-·for analysis and experimentation
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with the use of wild animals found within the zoo. Wild
animals offer a pure source of behavioral studies far superior
to domesticated laboratory controlled animals.
In the framing of policy for animal collections, exhibition and institutional values must be taken into serious consideration.
The exhibition value has less to do with the
actual value of the animal than with the
public's attitude to it and not necessarily
related to the scarcity value of the animal
although the two may sometimes be related.13
In conjunction with the exhibit value is the communication of
educational information. The best zoological exhibits demonstrate a complete harmony between both exhibition and educational values.

CHILDREN'S

zoos

Questionable exhibition and educational values are
particularly associated and applicable to smaller children's
zoos. The storybook setting fails to educate, and the opportunity of developing understanding and respect for animals is
lost. Presentation of animals as toys to children ts one mistake
frequently encountered in the children's zoos and, in the
majority of instances, animal exhibits fail to recognize the
biological requirements of the animals. Children's zoos, in
general,
••• seem to be tolerated, by zoo directors as
a necessary evil • • • 14
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Children's zoos are capable of contributing immensely to the
creative facilities of both children and adults. The St. Louis
Children's Zoo, in St. Louis, Missouri, is such an example of
where a design statement is sympathetic to artistic honesty
and zoo biology.

MANAGEMENT

Current trends in zoo architecture favor the concept of

AND

the open-air zoo. Yet, the inter-urban zoo is still plagued

QUALITY

with limited space, outdated facilities, poor management/administration, and inadequate funding. Such zoos, recognizing
the need for rehabilitation and reorganization, are placing a
new emphasis on the quality of exhibiting species according to·
typical family and social grouping and under the most natural
condition possible. "The quantity of species shown ·must be
reduced in favor of the quality in which they are kept and
exhibited. 11 15 There are zoos which still collect species out of
a desire to display a representative sample of as many species
as possible. Such collecting should become the priority and
primary purpose of the museum. Variations are often required
in natural conditions depending upon possible exhibit areas,
regional and climatic considerations, economic feasibility,
maintenance, and types of species exhibited. Thus, while
all zoo visitors like the ii Ius ion of naturalness, often such
may not be possible.
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CONCLUSION

"The need to keep wild animals in captivity can only be
justified in the final analysis in terms of conservation • 11 16 Such
an emphasis is required now that there is hardly any true "wild"
life in the wild, and animals con no longer live wild, in the
sense that they former! y did. ( See Figure 5.)
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One such example of conservation/preservation is the
Prezewolski horse (equus Prezewolski). In 1959, this species
was on the verge of extinction with only 59 specimen remaining
in zoological gardens. Today, over 150 specimen are in
existence. Thus, the zoo hos contributed not only to the preservation of the species but also its procreation..- -
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CONCLUSION

In summary, the zoological park operates on multiple levels
of interest and involvement, each working concurrently with the
other. The zoo is capable of offering a variety of sources of
entertainment and amusement, emphasis of natural appreciation,
and both cultural and educational enrichment. Internally, the
zoo can contribute to the progress of research and conservation
programs which are important to civilization. Consequently,
the zoological park provides a needed institution in a growing
-urban society.

behavior
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"The animals seem like innocent convicts and the di-

ASSOC IA

TION

rector of the zoo therefore a kind of prison governor. 11 1 Such
on anthropomorphic remark is likely to be expected by the
general zoo visitor. Similar associations of prison Iife
qualities and their implied social meaning are human creations, and therefore totally inappropriate when dealing with
animals. Misconceptions that bars, cages, and open paddocks prevent animals from gaining their precious desire for
liberty and freedom are totally ignorant of an understanding
of animal biology.

TERRITORIALITY

"The free animal does not live in free neither in space
nor as regards to its behavior towards other animals. 11 2
(See Figure 1.) Species ore bound to relatively small areas
REALITY

ASSUMPTION
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TERRITORIAL
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within which they carry out their normal biological requirements of existence. Only in the event of external influences
or alterations, such as fol lows, brush fires, hurricanes, and
other natural disasters, are they forced to move from their
territories. The earth surface is comparable to a mosaic
composition of specific territories. These territories

11

••

are an area of space, whether water or earth or air, which
an animal or group of animals defends as exclusive preserve. 11 3
Territorial limits of species""' whether physical,
psychological, or social, in essence - are extremely smal I.
(See Figure 2.)

territory
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Figure 2.
for a very few species, has been found to be unexpectedly
small. 11 4 Thus, in contradiction to the anthropomorphic
ideal that the wild animal possesses unlimited freedom to
roam at will, they are, infect, spatially bound to restricted
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environmental areas, which they mark and defend. Living environments are categorized into three specific levels of organization:
Biochore Macro in scale, representing a series
of inhabitable or insular districts
Territory Areas possessed by a social unit,
pair, or individual species
Biotope Micro in scale, being the actual
house or I iving space of the animal.
Unlike man, animals recognize their territorial limits as they
•

11

•••

will not fight for space they cannot use and do not re-

quire. 115 Often, animals establish numerous safety zones and
barriers between unrelated species. In most cases, defense is
directed primarily against fellow-me'mber species rather than ·
other groups.
The spatial needs of the animal in the wild revolve
around two concerns: food requirement/acquisition/consumption,
and self maintainment. (See Figure 3.) Sin.c e_both concerns are cared for in the zoological park, the animal in captivity requires less spatial movement. Priorities should therefore
be allocated to the qua Iity of exhibit space rather than the
quantity of space. Quality of space includes those biological
factors critical to the animal's physical and psychological
welfare.
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''The well cared for animal considers his cage or
enclosure as his territory. 116 One example of this territoriality can be cited from an incident in the Dahlholzi Zoological Gardens. On one occasion, several deer escaped their
enclosure to the nearby countryside. Even though they were
surrounded by ideal natural conditions, they inadvertently
returned to their own paddock a few days later. The animal
thus evidenced possession of an extremely differentiated memory
of the freedom image. As long as biological requirements are
satisfied within the zoo, the animal is able to function as it
would in the wild.
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Related biological concerns requiring specific attention

BIOLOGICAL
CRITERIA

are:
Territoriality
Social Relationships
Activity
Feeding Patterns
Habitability
Animals establish various points in space related to a space/
time movement sequence. Movement sequences are basic components of a necessary biological pattern. These patterns are
. constructed between two primary locations: animal home ·and a
secondary reference space. Provisions must be taken to assure
the most natural relationship between them. These Iimits of
territory afford an overall familarity of surroundings extremely
stimulating to the anfmah well-being. Such areas are defined
in two manners -- acoustical and olfactory. While acoustics
(impressive noises and yells) presents little problem, olfactory
demarcation (excretement and urination) is of a major concern.
Olfactory demarcation is an essential definition of territory in
the wild, and special provisions must be made to maintain animals
healthfully while in captivity.
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SOCIAL

Social relationships occur in three categories:

RELATION-

Animal-man

SHIPS

Like species
Different species
Man is" ••• virtually regarded as the universal enemy. 11 7
Therefore, he is an incompatible element, provoking
immediate flight reactions with animals he encounters.
Flight reaction is considered to be the psychologically safe
distance between animal and enemy. In the zoo, man and
his human accessories are a sinister significance to animals
because they obstruct normal paths of flight.

Necessary

space for flight reactions must be provided. Adaptivity
and adjustment to captivity eventually reduce flight reactions and distances. · This is not the case with older animals
that have lost their plasticity and adaptability to captivity.
SOCIAL
ROLES

Social roles between different species may both be
compatible and incompatible. Less incompatibility is often
found within species than in relations between species. Major
problems of incompatibility arise due to social rank positions.
Social superiority and inferiority, determined by alpha (sex)
characteristics, are established by two methods -- territorial
or psychological confrontations.
from one of four relationships:

Incompatibility is resultant
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Predator-prey
Biological ranking
Difference of appearance
Difference of activity
Al I of these relationships are capable of provoking a flight
reaction as the prime preoccupation is attainment of perpetual safety. Life in the wild, as Darwin observed, is a
win-or-lose proposition, and nature knows no sympathy with
regard to the victor or loser. Compatible relationships
(zoomorphic) enable members of one species to assimilate
members of another.
SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR

Social behavior is predominately unchanged or
destroyed by captivity.

"Social behavior of the captive

animal is identical with that of the free one. 11 8 Social
encounters are intensified of the zoological pork since
activity and contact areas are usually reduced. Thus, various aspects of social behavior (positive and negative) may
also become intensified, Particular anti-social behavior
is associated with excessive spatial limitation and overcrowding.

If proper flight/escape abilities are not afforded,

social hierarchy will run its course with the victor and the
defeated. Precautions must be taken to assure prevention of
such conditions, yet not to the point of unbiological solitary
confinement.

''The fundamental importance for every species
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of animal in captivity is to be kept in natural family groups
or in larger social groups. 11 9
ACTIVITY

Animals in the wild and in captivity possess diverse

PATTERNS

activity patterns attributed to action of internal necessity
of external cause. Maintenance of animals must satisfy both
needs with provision of ample and biological spaces. Ceremonial flights for mating, playing, and exercise are among
the most significant internally motivated activities. External
causes or provoked activities are primarily related to survival of the species. "Wi Id animals are active because they
must be to survive, 11 10 Therefore, two possibilities arise in
the technical reality fulfilling activity patterns:
Adaptation of the locomotion capacity to the
type of confinement,
Adaptation of the confined space to the animal--'-s-- --capacity for locomotion.
The latter is predominately favored, In view of its biological
provisions; however, such may not always be the case, and a
compromise must be reached between the two.

"It is not

confinement that punishes the animal 1s psyche, it is the
artificial Iimitations placed on their activity, their psychological development, their leamirg through varied experience, and the testing of alertness and response. 1111 Limited
activity patterns often make training necessary. The more
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complex an animal, the greater will it feel the lack of activity.

Implementation of " ••• training is not unnatural

but rather a biological substitute for a natural condition and
a sensible interpretation of them.

u

12 Needed biological

activities may often be designed and incorporated into animal
exhibit areas, adding to the richness and well-being of that
animal. An example of this is the feeding of bears at the
Columbia Zoo in South Carolina. The exhibit design includes
a 35-foot waterfall. Fish are introduced during feeding
periods at the top of the fol I, and the bears are able to catch
them as they fall to the pool below; thus, a natural biological
activity which was present in the wild is provided the animal
while in captivity.
FEEDING

The role of animals in the zoo is critical to physiologi- ·
cal ,-psychological and social activities. Considerations
must be made pertaining physiological to:
Types and methods of feeding
Required diets (quantity and quality)
Psychological
identity of feeding areas
flight distances/reactions from man and
other species
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Social
social groups
separation of species during feeding
Animals must be protected from anything harmful which they
could claw or eat. Items of particular concern are plant
material and vegetation that are often poisonous, and
physical elements of enclosure areas such as fences, etc .
HABITABILITY

Animal habitability is determined by three interrelated
areas:
Ground relationships
Biological necessities
Climate
(See Figure 4.)
lhe habitability of man and animal is extremely different
and must-be subfectively treated. - One case -example should
suffice to illustrate this point. While the zoo visitor may
desire to see zebras in a natural veldt-like setting, such a
floor surface would be disastrous to the animal's health.
Zebras, like all ungulates, suffer from excessive hoof growth.
Floor surfaces should therefore be packed earth, gravel, and
stone; otherwise abnormal deformations will result. Habitability and related biological requirements are extremely
technical and scientific, and require lengthy research and
study.

"Everything of a suitable nature that enriches the
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animal's life is welcome from the angle of zoo biology. n 13
Features included in the animal's surroundings should be:
Appropriate vegetation and plant material
Food and water
Support (climbing and nesting facilities)
Sharpening and rubbing surfaces
Play things
Tools·
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Camouflage
Shade
Appropriate material
Ground Surfaces
Special exogenous features as swimming areas, rolling pits,
mud baths controlled climates, may be required by a variety
of species as part of their necessary biological requirements.
Control led climates include temperature requirements,
humidity, sunlight and artificial lighting, water purification,
and humidity control. Specific artificial climates afford
three prime advantages:
Prevention of disease (when exhibit areas are
located in inappropriate r~gions
Control and dispersion of animal odors
Control of-animal behavior
CONCLUSION

The animal in captivity demands recognition of
numerous biological factors in order to determine and create
the most appropriate arrangements for their welfare. These
arrangements encompass territoriality, social relationships,
activity patterns and feeding, and environmental habitability. The final success of the zoological park rests with
the means and method by which these arrangements are
implemented in the reality of design.

methods
and
me .a ns
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EXHIBIT

Physical implementation of zoological
philosophies and concepts begins first
with planning arrangements of exhibit
themes. A zoo may be classified as one
of the following types, according to the
nature of arrangement of exhibits: systematic, zoogeographic, habitat, behavioal, "popular, "or most frequently some
combination of these. l

THEMES

Systematic groupings are based on taxonomic relationships,
such as groupings of hoofed species, felines, or
primates. This particular theme of zoological display
was the most prevalent among historical menageries.
While systematic organization illustrates various similarities and differences of related species, it may often
become repetitious, boring, and monotonous for zoo visitors.
Continental groupings of animals comprises the zoogeographic
systems of organization. Presentation of zoogeographic
themes is not strictly limited to continental areas, but
may be applied to regional and local levels. Arrangement of the Milwaukee Zoo, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
is of the zoogeographic--system. Principal-advantages
of such a system include continental and regional comparisons of animals and the enablement of imaginative
exhibit design, according to origination areas of the
animals. A prime disadvantage is the separation of
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similar species; thus, making related and common services
less efficient.

Habitat and ecological presentations group varied species
according to specific types of habitats, including grasslands, polar regions, rain forests, etc. Grouping by
habitat and ecological themes enables large and potentially better-executed displays of large animal groupings.
Inherent problems, including social incompatibility and
predator/prey relationships, must be carefully eliminated.
Thematic designs, emphasizing behavioral qualities
of animals, are a relatively neglected type of exhibit
in the zoo today. Behavioral themes Include

group-

ings of nocturnal species, flying and climbing animals,
etc.

General habitat and behavioral themes share

numerous similarities and may often be grouped together.
The popular display is the last in the Individual design concepts.
Most zoos in existence today exemplify the popular theme
by displaying animals which are of greatest interest to the
public, such as elephants, giraffes, and lions. Also
considered within the definition of 11 popular" themes
are children's zoos, petting zoos, storybook zoos, and
the like. Popular concepts and zoogeographic systems
of organization have many common roots, and may be
quite effectively combined together. Combinations of
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zoo themes have wide varieties of use, as specific
exhibits may be organized around multiple relationships.
Utilization of various theme combinations
has the further advantage of presenting the
visitor with a variety of interest appeals and
further reducing the possibility of exhibit
monotony.2

SPATIAL
a:FINITION

The modern zoo visitor fortunately wants to
see families of healthy animals in surroundings that are biologicall~ suitable and
aesthetically satisfying.
Thus, the animal environment must operate on two
· distinct levels.
In creating a designed environment, it is
necessary to define a space for the animal
and whether this is done with iron bars or
invisible moats makes little difference to the
animal. It is still confinement. But to
_encourage a sense of involvement between
people and animals, the separation should
be as nature I as possible. 4
However, such naturalness, whether it be a model or
cross-section of nature, is not equivalent to the whole. Although sterility in the zoo was absolutely artificial, unbiological, and unnatural, and should be avoided, as Carl Hagenback belie.ved,

11

•••

intended naturalness more often than

not appears as pseudo nature Iness. 11 5
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DESIGN
CRITERIA

Naturalism and the creation of animal environments, in
the sense of a biological correct type of space, are not the
results of attempts to imitate but rather of an adequate transposition of natural conditions.
Fascinated by the cubic form of human
dwellings -- a shape that is completely
alien to nature -- architects have confined
all animal life from fish to giraffe, from
snake to gorilla, in this particular spatial
form. In zoo architecture, it is not the
simplest and cheapest type of building which
should be given primary consideration, but
the type of building which comes nearest to
meeting the biological requirements. The
cube, indeed a straight line of any kind, is
unbiological. 6
Perhaps for reasons of economy, or maybe even the architect's
preconception in designing for human beings are factors leading to s4ch inappropriate unnatural/biological solutions. In
regard to animal buildings, four points should be of the
·highest consideration:
1.

Animal buildings should be designed with
greater reference to the characteristics
of the various types of territory, instead
of variations on the oube.

2.

Iron bars and wire netting should be avoided
as far as possible; similarly, bad smel Is
associated with the old types of animal
buildings should be banished and a luxuria~t
supply of living vegetation is. desirable.
.

3.

The sterile imitation of existing structures
should give way to new ideas and methods in
zoo architecture, restrained by the principles
of zoo biology; new ideas and bold fantasies
of the greatest possible scope should be encouraged.
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4.

One should build elegantly and in good
taste in accordance to biological
principles.?

Design of the zoo must be concerned with three primary
needs:
Animal

-

Exhibit area design, enclosure
types, confinement and
security methods.

Service

- Administrative, maintenance,
buildings, and grounds.

Public

-

Movement systems, viewing,
special services {restrooms,
concessions, educati ona I
programs, emergency care, etc.

Animal exhibits, whether exterior or interior, encompass
several areas that are critical to the welfare of both the

animal and the visitor to the zoo. Conflicting points or needs
may arise which necessitate compromise; however, such_compromises should be made in the light of no other alternatives.
Specific factors of consideration are shown in Figur-e- 1

EXHIBIT
TYPE

Specific enclosure types,excluding those species of

.

aboreal or aquatic environments, may be grouped into nine
categories, according to their provisions. Determination
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of required enclosures is based solely upon the requirements
of animal biology:
1•

Open paddox

2.

Open with shelter

3.

Open with shelter and heater

4.

Open with shelter with separate breeding
or isolation areas

5.

Open with shelter and heater with
separate breeding and isolation areas

6.

Enclosed climatic controlled area

7.

Enclosed climatic controlled area with
separate breeding or isolation areas

8.

Enclosed climatic controlled area with
separate breeding or isolation area with
shift cage and remote control.

9.

Special stze and exhibit requirements
(See Figure 2.)

EXHIBIT
SIZE

Zoo biologists

11

•••

have proved beyond doubt that

the optimum in regard to the size of enclosures does not necessarily coincide with the maximum that can be provided. "a
Cages and paddocks, however, should no longer be cramped
cells or abstract cubes, but ought to represent artificial
territories with al I the fixed points characteristic of the species.
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The shape of exhibit enclosures and cages, with respect
to all biological considerations, should be devoid of any
acute angles. Particular and appropriate shapes should be
determined largely by specific animals of the exhibit, and
generally reflect a sensitivity to animal activity patterns.

EXHIBIT

Location of animal enclosures for winter and summer

LOCATION

should not be separated due to complications of movement

AND

ment problems, economics, and strained psychological

CONSIDERA ..

adjustment by those animals involved.

TION

ments also include conceptual theme reinforcement, animal

Location require-

service, and transport routes which should provide the most
efficient and functional relationship without distracting from
the exhibit value.

"In general, the objective. style of func-

tional building ••• is more in accordance with requirements
of biology. 11 9 Natural climatic conditions and variations
must be evaluated according to each particular species in
order to determine beneficial or detrimental attributes; however, maximization shou Id be made of as many natural elements
as possible; i.e., sunlight, etc.

MATERIALS

Materials within the zoo " ••• should be selected for
ease of maintenance (nonporous, long wearability, low up-

keep, permanence), naturalistic appearance, nontoxicity. "10
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PROPS

Props and decorations include those items essential to

AND

both the physical and psychological development of the animal,

DECORATIONS

as well as scenic and atmospheric decoration for the visitor to
the zoo. Specific examples include proper and appropriate
vegetation( digging, bathing, and rolling areas, all of which
are real substitutes for conditions encountered in the wild. Artificial props and decorations, including climbing apparatus, etc.,
and atmospheric elements such as paintings, exotic building
themes, etc., must be carefully studied for both their biological
and psychological fulfillment to man and animal. While background paintings, for example, may complement the colors of
the animal and create an illusion of naturalness to the visitor,

••• it adds little to the 'joie de vivre'
of a Coati to have the back wall of its cage
painted with imaginary scenes from South
American wildlife. 1he poor creature will
continue to be unhappy so long as its cage
affords no shelter and privacy and no opportunities to climb, scratch itself, dig, or bathe.11

CONFINE-

The means and methods of confinement and security systems

MENT

are most critical to the overall impact of success or failure of

lYPES

animal exhibition areas. External and internal confinement
methods are categorized according to their psychological or
physical realities. Psychological and imaginary barriers require
conditioning and training for maximum effectiveness. Real
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barriers are typically evaluated according to the degree of
biological naturalness. Such barriers are comprised of one or
more of three categories:

Biological

Ditches, pits, moats {dry or wet) or
dense vegetation represent obstacles
frequently encountered in nature and
therefore are highly desirable for
their natural and aesthetic appearance.

SemiBiological

Fences, bars, walls, tension wires,
and wire netting simulate association
of barriers with which animals have
contact. Thus, wire netting may
potentially be associated with thick
branches.

Unbiological

Glass, electric and thermal obstructions
which animals never experience in their
natura I state •

Psychological and real barriers can be grouped according
to major, minor, and divider types of confinement and restraint
applicable to large and clever species, special considerations
for particular species, separation of animals from animals, and
man from animals.
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MAJOR
BARRIERS

Major barriers imply moats and barrier mechanics which
are most often used for large predators and particularly for
clever animals, such as monkeys.

J.

Cage, Fence, or Glass
A Ithough cages and fenced areas are out of
vogue, it is sometimes impractical to contain
animals, such as leopards (which are skilled)
or wolves and cheetahs, which have large area
requirements, entirely within moat areas.
The large moats necessary are particularly
i mpracti ca I indoors.

2.

Dropped Enclosures
These work well only if the exhibit is not a pit
but one where this enclosure technique is used
only on one or two sides. Even then, it should
be used for a climbing animal, such as a bear, or
perhaps a giraffe, as the raised portion would
supply an occasional eye-to-eye view.

3 & 4 • . Accessible and Inaccessible -Moat-Ty.pes
These are used for the large predators and can
either by dry or water-filled. The accessible
moat makes it easier to retrieve an occasional
fallen animal, but the animal sometimes enjoys
climbing into the moat, ~eking viewing difficult.
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5.

Islands
This type of barrier is effective for many monkey
enclosures. The water level will vary with the
species.
(See Figure 3.)

MINOR
BARRIERS

Minor barrier types are smaller moats used to enclose a
great majority of the hoofed animals and the small mammals.

1.

A simple raised platform with stressed cables
is well used in smaller indoor enclosures for
many hoofed animals, the highest cable being
too high to vault when the animal has no running
start. The size of the animal eliminates the
need for wire or chain links between the cables.

2.

Giraffes tend to not cross the simple, stumblingblock edge of an enclosure. The puddle moat
keeps them from sticking their necks out into
the viewer's area.

3.

Heavy animals, such as rhinoceros -and hippopotamuses, do not leave the ground easily. A simple
ditch will not be leaped • .
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4.

The standard cattle guard, often used in the
west, has open bars which prevent the cattle
from crossing. The guard also serves as a
drainage from the road.

5.

The Ruhe Moat is one of the latest developments
in moating. Already in use in Hamburg, Germany, it operates on the theory that most
antelopes and hoofed animals will not jump
over an obstacle if they cannot see where they
will land.

6,7,8.

The sloped moat, the sloped pool, and the sloped
paddock all derive from the fact that the animal
cannot jump to the height of the straight retaining wall at the edge of the enclosure, especially
while running down or jumping out of the water.
(See Figure 4.)

DIVIDERS

The divider types deal with the special situations where it
is desirable to separate animals from animals or people from
animals, but not necessarily to terminate the enclosure.

1.

The Keeper's Walk
This divider .type has been used for years to give
the keeper access into the exhibit and to keep
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the horned animals from fighting through
the fence.
2. The Enclosed Walkway
This divider could employ glass or stressed
steel wire. It could be used to bring people
closer to large predators and separate the
animals from one another.
3. The Overhead Bridge
This would be useful for entering into large
paddock areas. In this way, visitors can be
closer to the herd but not impede the use
of the ful I length of the paddock for their
movement. However, a height is not the
best position for viewing ~nimals, and this
method should be kept to a minimum.
4. The Ha-Ha Fence
This divider type functions like two sloped
paddocks back-to-back. The animals cannot
mump over the fence while running down the
slope. Thus, the fence can be lower. It is
also not seen at eye-level because it is
below groundlines.
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5.

Psychological Barriers and Territorial Dividers
These can be used extensively to make successful mixed groupings and herds exhibits. Animals
tend to avoid animals with which they do not
get along. If there are implied barriers, such
as a line of trees and shrubs, or a raised island
of land, these are enough to define territories
which the animals mutually respect.
(See Figure 5.)

Particular widespread utilization and experimentation of
moats and ditches are exemplified in the zoological park in
Detroit, Michigan. The following series of moats and ditches,
illustrated in the International Zoological Yearbook, are currently in use and have proved -extremely successful. They may
generally be applicable to related species other than those
illustrated. (See Figure 6.)
In designing animal habitats,

11

•••

the barrier ditch should

not be a part of the animal's territory, but should be exclusively
for the purpose of providing a boundary to the territory. n 12
While barrier ditches and moats afford a naturalistic appearance,
they are only relatively efficient as a barrier and do not insure
complete safety. Dry ditches may enable animals to fall into
them at times, causing serious harm or even death. Water
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ditches, if they hold sufficient water, contribute a hidden
danger to many species as they may fall into them and drown.
Use of water-filled moats also presents complicated problems
of maintenance and cleanliness. Where moats and ditches
are inappropriate, due to limited land areas or indoor enclosures, other types of fencing and confinement must be used.
Thus, particular concern for additional means of confinement
and fencing may be required.
The more 'elegant' a fence is, the finer it appears
appears to "us," the more unnatural it seems to
the animal, and as the fencing material becomes
more transparent and elegant, the risk of injury
to the newly arrived animal is increased. 13

SECURITY

"As a rule, we are liable to underestimate the physical
capabilities of wild animals in respect of surmounting obstacles. 11 14
Occasionally, wild animals may display extreme abnormal or
irrational temperaments and are capable of harming other
animals, as well as man. In such cases, extreme caution must
be exercised to provide escape-free, secure enclosures. Escape
and flight reactions are triggered as a result of three external
causes which produce abnormal stress and excitement:
Man-made surroundings
Biologically bad conditions
Presence or antagonism by another species
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Actual escape by animals is resultant by demolition and
destruction, opening doors or undoing latches, and squeezing
through and jumping out of enclosures. Therefore, principles
of double security {safety zones} must be implemented.

11

Double

security is a further essential; the principle that when a building
for a zoo any animal that escapes should not find itself completly free. 11 15 Confinement enclosures should be designed to
include shift areas, as well as isolation, and reserve cages
to insure nonescopable quarters. Within shift and reserve and
isolation areas, visual contact with the animal is mandatory at
all times, and con be accomplished by back-up attendant runs
and service routes. Use of squeeze cages for the purpose of
medical treatment and observation is questionable as injury to
an excited animal may occur.

In conclusion, physical design of exhibit areas and confinement methods should reflect a harmonious union of the
principles of zoo biology with respect to the animal, the zoo
services, and the visiting public.

OPERATION

Operational aspects of the zoological park are organized
into seven distinct, yet inseparable, categories. (See Figure 7.)
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A DMIN ISTRATIVE

Total operation and coordination depend upon the
administrative capabilities involved from zoo director to
animal keeper. Facilities, depending upon the scale of the
zoo range from a minimum of a single office to complex
and elaborate structures, including libraries, business offices,
meeting/conference rooms, auditoriums for public education
programs, as well as medical and biological research laboratories. Administrative facilities should occupy a centralized
location on the zoo grounds and be near or at the main-entrance, the latter being where many administrative activities occur and radiate from. Thus, administrative activities
should be the hub of the zoo and provide a key point of
orientation to both zoo personnel and zoo visitor.

MAINTENANCE

Provisions for maintenance and service facilities are

AND

the spine and ltfe system of a viable and functioning zoo.

SERVICE

Service facilities and operations, although generally concealed from public awareness, may often provide invaluable
insights of educational value, when properly displayed to the
public. In such a way, the internal workings of the zoo become as important as the external. Actual requirements for
maintenance and service provisions are relatively simplistic
and schematic, yet require in-depth study for suitable and
appropriate integration into the total complexo Included
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in the mandatory maintenance and service are a commissary,
hospita I and quarantine area, and buildings/grounds personne I
foci lities.

COMMISSARY

Food acquisition/storage and preparation foci Ii ties are

AND

in direct proportion to the size and number of species in the

FOOD

zoo. Common interests generally consolidated for the entire
zoo are receiving and storage. Storage areas require freezer,
chilled, and dry storage for both meats, vegetables, and
grains. Economics of operation may greatly be reduced by
purchasing food in bulk quantities. Thus, such areas should
be of sufficient and ample size to accommodate large quantities.
Food storage areas need to be arranged for the most expedient
and efficient distribution of food to secondarr areas. Where
slaughtering and butchering are an integral part of the food
system, provisions should be made for loading and receiving,
as well as cleanup areas and an incinerator for disposal.
Kitchen and food preparation require various sorts of equipment critical to controlled diet preparation. Essential equipment includes grinders, choppers, mixers, ovens, scales,
containers, and disposal o Where pre-packaged commercially
available food are used, ample space is required for defrosting
and thawing.
Location of the commissary may be central to the zoo
or dispersed among several departmental commissarieso Where
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large-scale operations occur, central commissary and preparation
may become impractical, and the use of interdepartmental food
areas are most advantageous. In this way, the main or central
commissary is able to operate strictly in bulk quantities of
receiving and storage.
A recent trend in the zoo design is to install visitor
observation windows in food preparation facilities so that the
public can see the complexities of these formerly "behind the
scenes" activities. Thus, public involvement and participation
in the educational sense is -increased. A secondary result is
neater and better organized areas.

HOSPITAL

Essential in the treatment of newly arrived and sick

AND.

animals are hospital and quarantine facilities. Such areas

QUARANTINE

should be kept in isotation of exhibit and public spaces. Included in a complete care and health center of the zoo are
veterinary offices, technical laboratories including x-ray,
sterilizing, dark room, work areas, pharmacy, observation
cages and animal runs, nurseries, and post-mortem rooms.
Complexity of such arrangements depends primarily upon
comparable size and involvement of the zoo in the field of
scientific research and study of animals. Frequently connected
and working in conjunction with hospital and quarantine facilities ore reserve animal areas. These areas are for arrival and
transport of animals, as well as isolated areas for breeding o
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BUILDING

Perpetual operation and maintenance of exhibit and

AND

grounds require provisions and allocations for service areas

GROUNDS

and shops, machinery, and supply storage. Included in
buildings and grounds are cutting, mowing, cleaning, and
general repair and upkeep. Two basic principles must be
considered with the use and operation of related service and
maintenance machinery.

First, machines represent unbiologi-

cal equipment at extreme poles when considered with animal~,
and second, noise and vibration should be isolated from animals.
Any methods applicable should be used to counteract the
affect of domestication to enable the animals to maintain their
typical characteristics. One particular type of required
machinery for both animals and public welfare is the mechanical HVAC system. While advances have been made in chemical detergents, soaps, and cleaners, HVAC systems are
essential elements in ventilation, climatic control, and
removal of odors.
Animal buildings, exhibits, and service areas should be
maintained with the highest regard to a biological sanitary
method. Of major concern in the zoological part are control
and extermination of pests, rodents, and insects. Implementation of a thorough, intelligent cleaning program, supported by
appropriate cleaning devices -- high-pressure cleaning
machines, steam cleaners, etco -- are effective in the control
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of such problems. Finally, location of service buildings, etc.,
(unless otherwise desirable and providing educational value
to the zoo visitor} should be isolated and out of public sight.
Emphasis of the exhibit should be of the highest priority,
void of distracting service and related facilities.

PUBLIC
CONCERNS

Provision for the visiting public is grouped according
to relation to exhibit displays or allied support facilities.
"Any design feature which establishes a closer relationship
between visitor and the animal is generally desiredo n 16
Emphasis on the display quality and value of an exhibit must
be evaluated with each particular case. Particular consideration must be granted to design for the various types of zoo
visit~rs, including children, adults, and handicapped. Viewing heights, therefore, must be adjusted to accommodate a
variety of special conditions, as should educational information,
and the like. As with any attraction that draws 1arge crowds
of people, provisions must be made to facilitate expedient and
uncongested circulation. Special precautions must be retained to avoid reduction of intimate and natural contact
with displays.
Three types of exhibit viewing are possible, depending
upon the particular species: above-grade, on-grade, and
below-grade o Above-grade viewing utilizing elevated
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walkways

11
•••

where people can look down upon animals is

perhaps the most insensitive planning arrangement that can
be applied to zoo design. 1117 Although effective in a panoramic presentation, such a method creates three critical
problemso First, the visitor to the zoo subconsciously possesses an undesirable attitude of looking down opon the animal;
second, animals are placed in constant and considerable
danger of having objects thrown or hurled at them. Third,
psychological instability may result to the animal due to the
constant threat or antagonism of the public.
On grade-viewing, most dramatic in establishing a
comparative animal/man relationship, natural appearance is
generally affective.
Below-grade viewing and observation are particularly
applicable with species possessing special aquatic abilities,
&uch as fish, polar bears, etc. This particular viewing method
is most appealing to the public as it affords them a glimpse of
unique environments which they normally do not experience.
Although the role of education in the zoo has been
relatively limited and neglected, the educational potential
of the zoological park has numerous potential to exploit.
Self-guided sequential tours throughout the zoo, incorporating
graphics, signs and labels, regarding natural habitats, natural
history, push-button lectures, are the easiest to implement o
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Additional educational lectures and presentations, including
school and group programs,may also be utilized to encourage
frequent and regular attendance. Use of animal shows and
training also provides various sources for educational material.
Educational value of exhibits largely depends upon the quality
· and imagination of exhibits, as well as the general interest
and desire for such educational material by the public.

RELATED

Included in the area of public support facilities are those

PUBLIC

concerns not directly applicable or associated with animal

SUPPORT

exhibits or displays, but essential to the total experience and

FACILITIES

well-being of the visitor to the zoo. Of the first priority is
necessary information (directional, locational, and instructional), advising the public of p~rticular areas of interest and need.
Such information should be of a consistent system, easily definable,
and frequent in location. Informational necessities to be included
in the zoological park design are public restrooms (adult and
children's), phones, emergency and first-aid facilities, lost and
found, concessions and refreshments, areas of public rest, waiting and relaxation area, and miscellaneous recreational activities
including playgrounds, picnic areas, etc. Particular allocations
(size and development) are directly proportionate to the scale of
the zoo and expected attendance volumes. As with informational
necessities, related support facilities should be readily available,
clean, well-maintained, and integrated into the total design
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clean, well-maintained, and integrated into the total design
concept of the zoological park.
Last to be included into support facilities are concerns
regarding transportational systems. Provisions for ample parking, enabling ease of access and egress during peak operation
periods, need to be included. Systems of transportation within
the park, excluding pedestrian walks, should be at least distracting to the utmost and should avoid conflicts or intersections with pedestrian or service routes. In general, they
should be economic in operation and afford an additional
justifiable learning experience.

CONCLUSION

In summary, administrative/operation, maintenance,
service, and public concern comprise the totality of direct
architectural design concentrations. While being treated
as separate entities, they are -- in theory and in fact -interrelated and dependent upon one another. Thus, variations
in actual relative implementation depend upon size development and complexity/sophistication with each applicable case.

PITTSBURGH

THE
PITTSBURGH

zoo

hist_o _rical
background

HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

With the turn of the nineteenth century, Pittsburgh was
faced with increased industrial expansion and new population
densities. Recognizing the need to develop public transportation systems reaching extreme limits of the growing city, the
Fort Pitt Traction Company was contracted by the city to
develop a network of trolley lines. The plan designed and
implemented consisted of three major arteries running in diverse directions, and extending approximately seven to ten
miles from the central business district. Since the extreme
limits of the lines stretched into only partially developed
areas, the traction company realized the need for terminal
points of interest. Thus, the Fort Pitt Traction Company
purchased land at the end points of the three arteries. This
land was then donated to the city for public parks and recrea-

-

tional spaces. The three parks created in 1885 were Kennywood, West View, and Highland, current site of the Pittsburgh
Zoo. Although horse-drawn trolleys were used originally, they
were later converted to electric trolleys. Trolley service to
these areas was-only eliminated to parks -ten/twe-lve years ago,
and now only a few lines have been saved for primarily historica I purposes.
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CENTRAL

The creation of the Highland Park Zoo at Bunker Hill was

zoo

accomplished with a donation of three hundred acres to the

COMPLEX

city by the traction company. Since no zoo existed in Pittsburgh prior to this time, and current trends favored zoological
parks, the erection of a zoo was deemed most advantageous.
Of the three hundred acres comprising Highland Park, sixty
acres were devoted· to ~ooJogical development.
By means of a grant from the Fort Pitt Traction Company,
of $125,000, construction of the main zoo building was begun
in 1885. The slti ng of the structure was chosen because it was
the only partially level porti<?n of the zoo area. Two public
waterworks reservoirs separated the main building from remaining areas of the park. Designed in the flavor of Romanesque
Revival, the building consisted of a monumental hall where
visitors promenaded in front of exotic beasts behind iron
cotes (Photos 1 and 2). Connected to the centre I building
on either side were two semi-circular exedras, terminated by
pods of indoor and outdoor cages.

NEW
ADDITIONS

Not until 1934 was the Pittsburgh Zoological Society
formed by a group of highly spirited and motivated individuals.
Interested in the expansion of the zoo, the Society applied for
federal funding. In the latter months of 1934, construction
was begun on the rear paddocks with the use of WPA money.
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Photo-1.

Photo 2
See Photos 3 and 4.
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Photo 3.-

Photo 4. - ·.
The following year, under the Employment Relief Project, a
new plan was revised for the zoo, .:md the creation of the bear
dens (below the rear paddocks} was started. (See Photo 5 .)
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Photo 5o

Through a donation by the Mellon Foundation, design for a
children's zoo was started in 1948 by Mitchel/Ritchey Architects. Although no formal master plan was in existence at the
time, the site for the children's zoo was chosen for its proximity to the entrance of the park as a major attraction for parents
and children. (See Photos 6 and 7.) Another donation by the
Mellon Foundation provided the miniature rai Iroad. Since
most of the zoo is relatively hilly, the miniature railroad was
located running along the side of the reservoirs.
'

Developing the progression from the main entrance gate
to the central zoo building, the twilight zoo -- or nocturnal
zoo -- was constructed in 1962. (See Photo 8.) The building
presents only a bold aggregate entrance to the walkway, as
the display areas are located below-grade. Latest addition to

'
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Photo 6.

Photo 7.
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Photo 8.

· the zoo was the aqua zoo designed by Wolfe and Wolfe Architects. (See Photo 9 .)

Photo 9.
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Located above the twilight further up the valley, the aqua zoo
is one of the largest inland displays in the United States.
Due to increased visitors to the zoo, a new parking
facility and pedestrian vertical conveyor were designed in
1970. (See Photo 10.)

Photo 10.
This new area was located below the hill road, since it provided
the largest expanse of level lands. This parking area is only
operational during peak summer seasons. During winter months,
the smaller upper-level parking lot near the miniature railroad
is utilized.

EDUCATION

The Education Department created in 1972 is a growing
program staffed by trained volunteers. The in-school program
provides a unique learning experience by bringing speakers and
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live animals into the classroom. Also included in the educational
educational format are tours to the zoo which focus on animal
survival, both in the wild and in the zoo.

OPERATION

The Pittsburgh Zoological Society, since its inception
in 1934, and the City of Pittsburgh, have jointly worked in
cooperative efforts of operation of the zoo. The Society was
responsible for the children's zoo, twilight zoo, aquatic zoo,
parking facilities, and concession operation, while the City
of Pittsburgh was responsible for operation and maintenance
of the central zoo building. Principal funding and allocations
by the Zoological Society were directed toward their concerns.
The end result left the central zoo building poorly maintained
and unable to adopt a program of facility rehabilitation due
to economical constraints. The cooperative rela!_!on between
both groups was disbanded in 1975, leaving the entire zoo under
the direction of the Department of Parks and Recreation of the
City of Pittsburgh. With the creation of a new zoological commission in 1975, consisting of the director of the zoo, a Director of Parks and Recreation, the City Council president, and
four commissioners who were appointed by the major, the Pittsburgh Zoo is in a current state of reorganization.

FUTURE

December 1975 marked the signing of a design study
contract with the architectural firm to study possibilities of
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redesign and rehabilitation and alternatives of existing zoo
facilities.

operations
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OPERATION

Owned by:

City of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Zoological Gardens
P. 0. Box 5072
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206

(412) 441-6262

EXPENSES

Managed by:

Department of Parks and Recreation

Director:

Howard R. Hayes

Employees:

Winter
Summer

60
100
160 persons
$1,270,695.00

.. Operating Budget
Employees Salaries

Type A - regular
Type B - temporary

Premium
Utilities
Materials
Maintenance
Animal Provisions
Concessions
Miscellaneous

....

Total

INCOME

City of Pittsburgh
Concessions
Needed Income

*Parking charge
Admissions
Funding - donations,
friends of the zoo

TOTAL
*Individual dollar breakdowns not avai fable.

23 1., 931 • 00
414,764.00
1,5,000.00
95,000.00
50,000.00
90,000.00
150,000.00
102;000.00
62,000.00
$1,270,695.00
550,000.00
200;000.00
520,695.00

$1,270,695.00
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Ca-JCLUSION

Summary of the operational considerations affecting
the Pittsburgh Zoo reveal the largest expenditure to involve
concessions including food, toys, and souvenirs. Second
to concessions ore animal provisions including food provisions care, etc. Although concessions are the largest
single expenditure, their net return is for below expected.
Largest net income depends upon assessments mode on parking
fees, additional donations, and funding. Thus, over 58%
of operating income is dependent upon public participation
and money. While maintenance of animals in captivity
may appear to be the sole purpose of a zoo, the human
element is the most critical element to its survival.
In comparing the Pittsburgh Zoo to seven representative ·zoos in the United States (see Figure 1),attendonces
are proportionally low with respect to metropolitan populations. Two primary factors may be otributed to such deficient attendance. First, the zoo is below standard to attract
visitors; second, the zoo location does not afford ease of
access or egress. The latter is without justification, and
no doubt poor attendance counts are a direct result of
below standard operation and exhibition to encourage recurrent or new visitors. Increased pub Iicity and advert_isement campaigns related to the Pittsburgh are scarce.
Increased publicity and promotional material during
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redevelopment and rehabilitation no doubt would have a
significant impact on increased visitor attendance. Such is
the case of the San Diego. While the zoo has a relatively
small metropolitan population to support such a facility,
the zoo stresses public relations and has therefore gained
wide popularity throughout the nation. Implementation of
promotional material could include new developments
during rehabilitation, continuing educational programs
emphasizing diverse areas of interest, and active involvement with animals and services to avoid a static presentational exhibition of a zoo covered over by a thin facade.
The Pittsburgh Zoo rates among the smallest among
acreage and in direct proportion are operating budgets ~
Even though the zoo acreage is smal I the number of exhibited

species extremely high. In comparison to the San Diego
Zoo species have land allocations of .36 acres/specimen,
where as the Pittsburgh Zoo has .032 acres/specimen. Such
figures illustrate the need to reduce the number of species
with minimal increasement of specimens to obtain social
groupings. The worst relationship of species/specimens
occur with the Columbia Zoo. The wide variations are
existant because the zoo is currently under a building
program.
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In summary, comparatives reveal multiple incompatible relationships which must be altered to ensure a viable
zoological operation. Further and extensive resources
regarding zoo comparisons may be obtained in Zoos and
Aquariums in the Americas edited by Paul N. Linger.

.public
conce.r ns
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ADMISSIONS

The Pittsburgh Zoological Gardens ore currently open
seven days a week except for Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Hours of public attendance ore from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
(6:00 p. m., Sundays). Admission charges (except Saturdays,
which is a "free II day) ore as follows:

*Parking

$1.00/car
$4.00/bus

Adults

$1.00

Children

.25

Children's zoo

• 15

*Parking charges in effect on "free" days

AmNDANCE

Total public attendance yearly varies from 700-800
thousand persons. Accurate attendance counts ore not availab le due to no counts on free days. Peak season operation
and attendance occur during the months of May through
August.. Estimated average visitor attendance is approximately
12,000 persons per day. Winter attendance ranges from
50-200 persons per day.
Adult/child ratios for the Pittsburgh Zoological Gorden
ore estimated to be two children per one adult. Of a typical
mean attendance of 750,000 persons per year, approximately
495 thousand people (66%) are children under the age of
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sixteen and 255 thousand people (34%) are accompanying
adults.
Pittsburgh Zoo visitors come from a variety of diverse
areas. One particular guest register recorded visitors from
thirty-seven different states and fourteen foreign countries.
In fact, attendance records have determined that 75% of zoo
visitors come from places other than the immediate Greater
Pittsburgh Area, while only 25% of the people came from
the city proper. These attendance figures are remarkably
surprising. Presumably,one would predict a vast majority
of zoo visitors to come from the immediate and surrounding
·. vicinity and city center. This, however, is not the case,
as visitors are predominantly of a tourist nature.

EXHIBIT
DOMINANCE

In a previous study to determine relative exhibit importance, only .33% of the people seeing the main zoo (central
complex} entered the Children's Zoo. The twilight zoo received only 20% of the visitors. No attendance ratio was
available for the aqua zoo. Of principal interest and concern
is the Children's Zoo attendance percentage. The lack of
attendance at this particular portion of the zoo is rather
disturbing, since attendance is far below expectations, based
on comparative percentages of children/adult attendance
counts. Even though a nominal charge is required for entrance
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to the Children's Zoo, this does not constitute a significant
reduction in public attendance.
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USER

In order to obtain a personal in-depth understanding

PROFILE

regarding a user profile, I conducted a random sampling of

SURVEY

persons attending the zoo during August of 1975. Survey
questionnaires were completed on a Saturday {free day)
from 12:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The sample population was
comprised of eighty-six persons. Three primary categories
of emphasis were considered:
1•

User Profile
Type

2.

Personal Expression
Enabled the user to express personal
citicism, opinions, and suggestions

3.

Item Evaluation
4-Point scalar evaluations pertaining to
various items concerning the zoo.

The questionnaire {shown on the following page) was designed
to include particular information, as indicated.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
PART I

PART II

Age

Marital Status

Single
Married

Number of children

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and over

l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
PART Ill

0-16
17-25
26-35
36-over

Why do you come to the Pittsburgh Zoo?
How frequently do you attend the Zoo?
What interests you most about the zoological park -a II aspects ?
How would you personally like to experience the animals
on display?
Would you like more educational emphasis regarding
animal habitats, environments, etc.?
Do you have any special ·interests that would encourage
your attendance more frequently?
What do you object to most about the Pittsburgh Zoo?

Evaluate on the basis of Excellent, Good, Fair Poor:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Parking facilities
Number of animals exhibited
Manner in which animals are displayed
Public facilities (restrooms, fountains, etc.)
Graphic signage/direction bearings (information of
necessity)
Landscape and grounds
Type of architecture used (bui Idings, materials, etc.)
Ease of pedestrian movement throughout the zoo
Maintenance and cleanliness
Interest to all age levels
Location in the Greater Pittsburgh Area
Description and explanation of animals exhibited
Sequence of experience and progression from one
exhibit area to another
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CONCLUSION

PART I

Composite analysis/summary of percent/response correlations revealed the largest proportion of zoo visitors to be
between the ages of seventeen and twenty-five. Of the three
groups sampled, attendance motivation was accredited to two
principal factors: bringing children to the zoo, and something
to do for the day. Frequency of attendance was highest for
married persons (26-35) with children. Number of visits
decreased with the increase in age, even though the largest
percent of recurrent visits occurred within the 36- and over
group.

PART II

The prime interest (and generally associated with the
zoo} was large primates (monkeys, gorillas, etc.). Second
ranking was the aquatic zoo followed by the twilight.zoo.
Natural habitats and barless_enclosures were considered to be
the most desirable means of confining animals for display by
al I groups. However, in contradiction, only a slightly lower
percent of the sample preferred seeing the animals under existing conditions. Included in miscellaneous suggestions were
touching animals, and viewing positions of observation enabling
visitor participation and interaction with animals. Regarding
potential of increased educational programs and related
materials, the majority of responses were an overwhelming
majority in favor of additional information, educational
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programs, and new learning experiences. No special interests
other than educational were suggested by the sample majority.
Of particular interest are the results obtained concerning
objectionable features of the Pittsburgh Zoo. Zoo visitors
seemed preoccupied with operational detai Is; i. e., closing
times, concessions, commercialism, information resources,
cleanliness, maintenance, etc. Architectural design features;
i. e., sequence of spaces, materials used, animal display
environments, aesthetics, etc., were considered the least cri ti cal. Of particular note are the responses by the 36-over

group. The largest majority were satisfied with the existing
conditions at the zoo.

PART 111

Composite item e':'aluations revealed four areas of deficiency. Rated lowest by al I three groups sampled were:
Manner in which animals were displayed
Graphic signage/direction bearings (information
of necessity)
Ease of pedestrian movement through the zoo
Sequence of experience and progression from
one exhibit area to another
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Rated highest by all three groups sampled were:
Parking foci Iities
Landscape and grounds
Interest to all age levels

For information correlation, see Appendix.

animal

conce~ns_
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SPECIES

In order to obtain a substantial understanding regarding

ANALYSIS

basic required biological environments for animals species,

W\ATRIX

I have broadly examined primary considerations affecting
architectural design solutions.

Information included in the

following sections - Species Analsis Matrix (SAM) and Special Consideration - pertains solely to vertebrates/class:
mammals .of the Pittsburgh Zoo as such comprise the largest
portion of the zoological park. Vertebrates in general require the most varied environments/biological needs in comparison to class: aves (birds). Species of the latter vary
predominately in climatic considerations with few exceptions.
Primary and applied design concentration relates to animals
of the ~pecies Analysis Matrix (SAM).

IMPLEMENTATION

I hove assimilated and-condensed semi-technological
knowledge into a simple and concise matrix format useful in
programming needs within on architectural framework.
Pertinent information included in the Species Analysis Matrix
(SAM) is divided into four primary categories. First, information of a general nature, continental origin, endangered
species, special considerations, and popularity as a zoological exhibit. Species requiring special consideration have
been elaborated later in this section. Particular determinant
considerations are basicly key-note elements critical to an
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architectural design solution. The fol lowing portion of the
(SAM) is divided into three sections (as shown in Figure 1).
(1) Behavoriol aspects
(2) Species requirements
(3) Physical requirements.
Although the matrix is primarily inte_nded to high light key
elements useful in constructing design parameters, specifics
hove been omitted. Particular indepth reference may be
obtained in The Management of Wi Id Animals in Capativity,
by Lee S. Crandal.
Behavioral Aspects:
Social Groupings - Social groupings ore especially important in determining social compatability as well as estimating required display
areas. Sol itory- species-or.e.-generalJy_Jndepen..:
dent except for mating/breeding purposes.
Depending upon natural development and
exposure to other species, solitary species may
be accommodated with small social families.
Such is the case, for example with the Siberian
and Bengal tigers which are generally solitary
individuals by nature.
Social families are predominately comprised of approximately three to eleven species.
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Figure 1 (Continued).
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SPECIAL

Animal Types

CONSIDERA-

Squirrel Monkey

TIONS

Provisions for sleeping boxes
Species subject to parasites
Active Habitats

Baboons

Savage and powerful temperament
Strong defense abilities
Climbing facilities
Shift cages

Stumptai led

Solid partition between displays

Monkey

Expert swimming ability

Western Baboons

(See Baboons)

Gorilla

Nesting areas in trees and vines
Protection and shading from sun
exposure
Limited use of ropes and swinging
paraphernalia -- causes of
strangulation, etc.
Occasional conditioning to water
Limited leaping and climbing ability
Climatic controlled environments
Provisions to control spitting and
throwing of objects
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Orangutan

Protection and shading from sun
exposure
Required sleeping benches and levels
Limited feasibility of water moats
Use of swinging devices/climbing
Shift cages
Climatic controlled environments
Provisions to control throwing of
objects

Whitehanded

Excessive acrobatic nature

Gibbons

Large exercise spaces
Territorial species
Shift cages

Chimpanzees

Aversion to water
Provisions to control spitting, throwing
Accomplished leapers and climbers
Climatic controlled environments
Shift cages
Climbing and swinging apparatus
Eating feces
Protection and shading from sun

Porcupines

Excessive chewing
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Coyotes'

Uncontrolled breeding -- surplus of
species

Red Fox

Shaded enclosures

Arctic Fox

Sensitivity to extremely high
temperatures
Cooled interior enclosures in
temperate areas

Polar Bears

Cubbing dens
Bathing and swimming pools
Rock climbing surfaces
Valued temperaments
Shift cages and security systems

Grizzley Bears

Sleeping and -cubbing dens
Potential ferocity
Bathing and swimming pools
Expert climbers
Shift cages and security systems
Provisions for trees, logs, and
branches for play

Kodiak Bears

(See Grizzley Bears)

Black Bears

(See Grizzley Bears); dormant in winter
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Cinnamon Bears

(See Grizzley Bears}

Kinkajous

Nocturnal species by nature

American Otters

Fresh water/filtered pool
Areas for sun basking

Dry, heated she Iters
Rock formations, play slides

Canadian Lynx

Sensitivity to extremely high
temperatures

Bengal Tigers

Swimming and bathing pool
Cubbing dens
Heated enclosures in winter climates
Shift cages

Siberian Tigers

Unaffected by low temperatures
(See Bengal Tigers)

Spotted Leopards

Nervous species; nervous to water
Varied temperaments
Shift cages

Black Leopards

(See Spotted Leopards}

Snow Leopards

Sensitivity to extreme heat
Poor adaptability to captivity
Varied temperament; shift cages
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Jaguars

Bathing and swimming pools
Sensitivity to very low temperatures
Skillful climbing and leaping ability
Shift cages

Cheetah

Inability to retract claws; rough surfaces for scratching
Limited climbing ability; swift runner
Shift cages

Lions

Cubbing dens, shift cages

Sea Lions

Fresh water pool/filtering system
Rock areas for sun basking
Heated quarters in winter climates
Protection from general public; consumes anything within pool area

Indian Elephants

Irritability, occasional violent moods
Rubbing surfaces, posts, etc.
Bathing and swimming pools
Mud pit
Parasitic skin conditions
Low temperatures for short durations

African Elephants

More active than Indian Elephants

(See Indian Elephant)
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Grant's Zebras

Rubbing posts
Salt blocks; sand pits
Excessive hoof growth

Black Rhinoceros

Rubbing surface~
Mud paths and rolling pits
Excessive urination
Gravel and packed earth surfaces
Shift cages

Hippopotamus

Large swimming areas
Sandy surfaces for sleeping
Heated and filtered water
Dispersion of feces and urine in
water - required scum gutters,etc.

Llamas

Excessive hoof growth
Parasite inflicted within grass enclosures

Guanacos

(See Llamas)
Less affected by para~ites

Elk

Bathing pool

Reindeer

Small enclosures
Varied temperaments
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Red Deer

Mud bathing pit
Marshy area
Shaded enclosures

Reticulated Giraffes

Excessive hoof growth
Elimination of grass enclosures
Problems with slipping
· Height requirem.ents, feeding, etc.
Dominant escape, flight reactions

Mouflen

Climbing surfaces and ledges
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In a majority of cases social family groupings
include only a single dominant male (alpha)
species.
Social herds are mixed groups of both male
and female species and include from eleven to
one-hundred (and over) species.
Breeding frequency - "Breeding, of course, is becoming more and more a major objective of
the zoological garden.

11

Variations in breed-

ing frequency are useful indicators of species
"well beingJ';. adaptability to captivity,
male/female compatability. Necessities and
provisions for cubbing dens, space heaters,
etc., are crucial consideration in breeding
performance.
Spee ies Require me ntsi
Feeding habits - Types of feeding habits are useful in establishing allocation and provisions
for food storage and preparation areas. Also
included ·are systems of security for feeding,
cleaning and removal of waste.
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P-hysical Requirements:
Surfaces - Exterior and interior surface treatments
are perhaps the most critical in the design .
planning of landscaping, drainage, vegetation
and animal enclosures.

CONCLUSION

Resource information included in the (SAM) is strictly
a preliminary guideline subject to interpretation upon conditional variations of species behavior, acclimatization,
adaptability to captivity, and locational considerations.
Deviation from such guidelines may in fact be required upon
actual implementation in the zoological park. Within the
present century great strides have been made in the development of maintenance methods that wi II satisfy the physical
and psychological needs of the animal, and at least some
segments 9f natural habitats and life cycles are illustrated.
Yet, the area of zoo-biological sciences is a relafively
experimental field dependent upon numerous variables.
Variations, alterations and changes are a constantly growing
and essential fXl rt in the organization and development of a
successful zoological park. Various environmental provisions excluding those necessary to the vital survival of a
species may often be changed in favor of a new method.
Experimentation in breeding, physical and psychological
adjustment and maturation are common cogs in the zoo
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system. Recognition of technologies and techniques related
to animal habitats is perhaps one of neglected areas responsible for the discord of architectural design solutions
and the zoo-biological sciences. Only in the past few
years has the concept of zoo-biological sciences become
instrumental in the operations of zoos. Previously and
currently in the majority of zoos, operations are directed
by "zoo men" possessing little more than practical experience
in keeping wild animals. Although practical experience is
an invaluable tool, the emphasis of science and related
disciplines has been severely neglected. Thus, no proper
methods of keeping animals has been authoritatively
established. Methods in existence today are largely individualistic with each person/keeper/director have his own
partic.u.lar. .r..ecipe or remedy.
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DESIGN
PROGRAM

goals

and
.Objectives

The primary goal and objective of the Pittsburgh

ARCHITECTURAL

Rehabilitation study was to define essential architectural

PARAMETERS

parameters affecting the problem solution. (See Figure 1.)

systems

design

man

animal .

_design

criteria

ARCHITECTURAL

PARAMETERS

Figure 1.
Recognition of the three critical features influencing the
environmental relation was of the highest priority in determining their respective compatability. (See Figure 2.)
These relationships whether existing or proposed were then
evaluated as to their impact and implications to the 11 design
fit" • .Alter11atives were then selected including either
demolition or appropriate rehabilitation. (See Figure 3.)
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, 41

•
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,

t •••••••••••

,

"the zoo is a ,
c .rea t .ed .

environment

comprised of:

,

...

natural
technical
artificial

features"

ENVIRONMENTAL . RELATION

Figure 2.
MAN

Demonstration of man/animal relationships were

ANIMAL

selected according to their educational value as well as

RELATION-

exhibit value. Educational programs within the visitor

SHIP

orientation center include both interior and exterior lectures
exhibits and demonstrations as well as movie and slide presentations. This facility was provided in order to develop a
conceptual framework of educational experiences as well as
encourage and increase recurrent visits both day and night.
Interior and exterior areas were designed using biological.barriers where possible. Thus, the most natural man/
animal relationship was able to be preserved. (See Figure 4 . )
Furthermore, the exhibit design concept i llustrated both
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area

condition

.

a

evaluation

criteria

physical
operation
adaptability
appropriateness

~

~ demo I it ion

'

or,

........,.....

,I

~ rehabilitation

'
11

"bESIGN __ FJT_

Figure 3.

predator prey as well as socially compatible animal relationships. (See Figure 5.) In this manner large land areas
were able to be devoted to social groupings and herds of
animals representative of how they exist in the wild.
SITE

Rehabilitation and development of the site in view of

PROGRAM-

a conscious conservation and preservation program dictated

MING

working with and incorporating existing topography and
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MAN:.ANIMAL

RELATION

Figure 4.
vegetation into the design. (See Figure 6.) In order to
implement a feasible program of rehabilitation and expansion land use zoning proposals and phase developments were
considered in light of maintaining operation of existing zoo
facilities. Thus upon completion of new facil ities whe t he r
exterior or interior, demo Iit ion or rehabi Iitat ion was able to
be completed. Land use zoning and phase developments
were based on priority. of rehabilitation needs as well as
animal ground relationship selections and integration of
sequential experience with existing· buildings and topography. (See Figure 7.)
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Figure 5.

MOVEMENT

The Pittsburgh Zoo currently divided by numerous

SYSTEMS

vehicular (commerical, non-commercial) routes poses

VEHICULAR

numerous conf I icts with pedestrian and service . In order
to alleviate such conflicts and create a zoological park
void of vehicular congestion, it was deemed most advantageous to eliminate such traffic. (See Figure 8.) In this
manner a more natural setting was achieved where vehicular
circulation was restricted solely to service and maintenance .
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Figure 6.

PEDESTRIAN

The pedestrian circulation currently in use at the
Pittsburgh Zoo is totally unorganized and affords no amenities
reinforcing a total zoological experience. Thus the consideration of providing a new and effective route system was
highly considered in the conceptual planning. The design
and organization of a new system afforded three critical
requirements:
( 1) orientation
(2) sequential experience and interaction
(3) ease of pedestrian movement.
(See Figure 9.)
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ease . of
pedestrian
movement

orientation
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man

sequential
experienceinteraction

PEDESTRIAN

MOVEMENT

SYSTEMS

Figure 9.
In effect two pedestrian movement systems were programmed.
New exhibits. including Asiq./Africa Plains, South and
North-J\m-erica, considered as zoo-geographic organization
comprised the first part of the primary experience loop one.
This loop linked with loop two "special exhibits" including
the aqua and twilight zoos, primates, birds/small mammals,
and the deer and sheep parks. Each loop was able to be
experienc~d independently or combined, each having
reference to the orientation center. (See Figure 10.)
Route intersections were designed to accommodate
a juncture of three pedestrian paths. Thus upon approach
only two alternative decisions were possible. Decision
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continental
exhibits

orientation

'D

enter

{
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t
.0

exit
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special _
exhibits

PEDESTRIAN

MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVES

Figure 10.
points termed

11

pedabouts 11 , keyed with graphic signage

kiosks, directed pedestrians to continuing sequence. (See
Figure 11.) This graphic signage would also be capable of

"ped•about 11
~decision
point ·

orientation

pedestrian
/

MOVEMENT· ORIENTATION

Figure 11.

SYSTEM
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directing the independent visitor to the next exhibits of
immediate experience until the encounter of another "pedabout 11 •

In addition, pedestrian movement systems have

been designed to balance uphill/downhill grade proportions
as well as interior/exterior comfort zones in winter and
summer operational seasons.
SERVICE

The poorest area neg Iected at the Pittsburgh Zoo are
service and ancillary support facilities. With implementation of the rehabi Iitation program two service route systems
alternatives have been incorporated into the conceptual
design. (See Figure 12.) By means of external or internal

external

internal

service

_exhibit

'
SUPPORT

SERVICE

· SYSTEMS

ALTERNATIVES

Figure 12.
service routes major conflict areas with pedestrian have
been avoided.

Integration with topography or sub-grade

service concourses have permitted maximization of above
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grade land to be allocated to exterior exhibit space. Thus
service support systems are isolated from pedestrians. A
hierarchy of primary and secondary service facility was also
created. (See Figure 13.) With the addition of the new
service

below

SERVICE

grade

MOVEMENT

Figure 13.
Asia/African Plains building a primary service center including hospital and quarantine, food storage and preparation, and service and maintenance equipment was consolidated. -From this central focil it{ noaes located within
other exhibit areas and buildings were supplied. (See
Figure 14.) This hierarchy of service organization was
most feasible in view of the special considerations and
requirements of diverse animal types.
CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion three parameters impact the final
design solution. These parameters include:
( l) conceptual study of man/animal relationships implemented through
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'

primary
service
facility

_ secondary service
..: node

HEIRARCHV

OF

SERVICE

FACILITIES

Figure 14.
(2) master site programming and development
with respect te
(3) simultaneous moving systems.
Thus a dynamic interdependent system of organization and
experience was able to be implemented in a programmed
rehab i_li tati on.
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AREA
IDENTIFICATION

Approx. Sq. Ft.
Admissions
Control Gate
1,000 Sq. Ft.
Ticket Kiosks
Security office
Pub Iic restrooms
Storage (literature, strollers, wheelchairs)
Orientation Center
Administration Building
Reception
Executive offices
Secretary area
Filing
Planning department
Misc. offices
Restrooms
Storage

4,200 Sq. Ft.

First-aid station
Educational Building
Exhibit preparation/storage
Projection
Audience Seating
Interior - 160 persons
Exterior - 250 persons

6,400 Sq. Ft.

Food Services Building
Receiving
Food preparation
Serving
Dining area

5, 100 Sq. Ft.

Snack shop
Curio shop
Pub Iic restrooms
Asia-African Plains Grouping
Exterior Paddocks
Felines
Ungulates
Ungulates Building
Visitor gallery
Animal exhibit area
Service corridor/storage

120,000 Sq. Ft.

9,500 Sq. Ft.
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Approx. Sq. Ft.
Asia-African Plains Building
Animal exhibit area
Service corridors/ storage

75,000 Sq. Ft.

Hospital and quarantine
Research and technical labs
Offices
Restrooms
Storage
Food preparation/storage
Employees lounge
Employees locker rooms
Shop/repair
Equipment storage
Garage
Mechanical plant
South American Grouping
Exterior Paddocks
Pedestrian-Serivce Concourse
Animal protection areas
Service corridor/storage
North American Grouping
Exterior Paddocks
Pedestrian service concourse
Animal protection areas
Service corridor/storage
Primate House
Exterior Paddocks
Interior Quarters
Visitor gallery
Animal exhibit area
Service corridors/storage

106,500 Sq. Ft.
6,250 Sq. Ft.

101,000 Sq. Ft.
7,250 Sq. Ft.

4,500 Sq. Ft.
19,000 Sq. Ft.
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Approx. ·Sq • .ft.
Deer-Sheep Park
Exterior Paddocks
Pedestriar/Service concourse
Animal protection areas
Petting Zoo

120, 000 Sq. Ft.
3,000 Sq. Ft.

42,000 Sq. Ft.
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APPENDIX
PART I

Age

% of Sample

% Married

0 - 16

COMPOSITE

17 - 25

42%

27.7%

*

ALL GROUPS

26 - 35

39%

88.2%

*

36 - over

19%

77.2

*

*Adult/children ratios not included to insufficient data.

PART II
AGE GROUP
17 - 25

I. Whey do you come to the Pittsburgh Zoo?
% of Responses
30%
27%
22%
11%
10%

Type
Bring children to the zoo
Something to do
See the animals
Heard about new things (births, etc.)
Miscellaneous

2. How frequently do you attend the Zoo?
% of Responses
55%
28%
17%

Type
One visit/year
Less than one visit/year
Greater than one visit/year

3. What interests you most about the zoological park
( a 11 aspects)?

% of Responses
66.6%
16.6%
11.8%
5.0%

Type
Primates (gor i 11 as, monkeys, cats, etc.)
Twilight zoo
Miscellaneous (variety of exhibits)
Chi ldrens' zoo

4. How would you personally like to experience the animals
on display?

% of Responses
38.8%
33.3%
27.9%

Type
Natural habitat/no cages
The existing way
Misce 11 aneous (touch, etc.}
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5. Would you Iike more educational emphasis regarding:
(animal habitats, behavior, etc.)?

% of Responses
83.3%
16.7%

Type
yes
no

6. Do you have any special interests that would encourage
your attendance more frequently?

% of Responses
55.5%
33.4%
11. 1%

Type
No special interest
Miscellaneous (foreign animals, etc.)
Educational programs

7. What do you object to most about the Pittsburgh Zoo?

% of Response
38.8%
27.9%
22.2%
11. 1%
PART II
AGE GROUP

26-35

Type
Physical design features
Mi see 11 aneous
Operational procedures
Satisfied

l • Why do you come to the Pittsburgh Zoo?
% of Response
47.7%
35.2%
11.7%
5.4%

Type
Bring children to the zoo
Something to do .
See the animals
Mi see 11 aneous

2. How frequently do you attend the zoo?

% of Response
70.5%
17.6%
11.9%

Type
One visit/year
Greater than two visit~year
Less than one visit/year

3. What interest you most about the zoo (all aspects)?

% of Responses
35.2%
29.5%
23.6%
11.2%

Type
Aqua zoo
Mi see 11 aneous
· Primates
Twilight zoo
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4. How would you personally Iike to experience animals on
display?
% of Responses
41.1%
35.2%
23.7%

Type
Natural habitats/more space
The existing way
Mi see 11 aneous

5. Would you like more educational emphasis regarding
animal habitats, behavior, etc.?
% of Responses
64.7%
29.5%
55.8%

Type
Yes
No
Maybe

6. Do you have any special interests that would encourage
your attendance more frequently?

% of Responses
58.8%
41.2%

Type
No special interest
Mi see 11 aneous

7. What do you object to most about the Pittsburgh Zoo?
% of Responses
35.9%
28.9%
23.5% -- 11.7%
PART II
AGE GROUP
36 and over

Type
Operational procedures (cleanliness)
Mi see 11 aneous
Satisfied
Physical design features

1 • Why do you come to the Pittsburgh Zoo?

% of Responses
55.5%
33.3%
11.2%

Type
Visiting the Pittsburgh area
Bring the children to the zoo
Free day

2. How frequently do you attend the Zoo?
% of Responses
55.5%
22.2%
22.3%

Type
Less than one visit/year
First visit
Greater than one visit/year
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3. What interests you most about the zoological pork (all
aspects)?

% of Responses
60%
300/o
10%

Type
Aqua zoo
Primates
Twilight zoo

4. How would you personally like to experience the animals
on display?

% of Responses
42.8%
28.7%
28.5%

Type
Natural habitat
Mi see 11 aneous
The existing way

5. Would you I ike more educational emphasis regarding
animal habitats, behavior, etc.?

% of Responses
85.7%
14.3%

Type
Yes
No

6. Do you hove any special interests that would encourage
your attendance more frequently?

% of Responses
50.8%
27.3%
26.9%

Type
No
Aquatic- Envrronments
Mi see 11 aneous

7. What do you object to most about the Pittsburgh Zoo?

% of Responses
42.8%
42.8%
14.4%

Type
Satisfied
Operational procedures
Mi see 11 aneous
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PART Ill
AGE GROUP

1.6 - 25
EXCELLENT

ITEM

AGE GROUP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5%
17%
11%
11%
22%
22%
11%
50%
5%
17%
22%

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12 ·
13
AGE GROUP

18%
12%
18%
6%
12%
6%
12%
6% - -·.:
23%
18%
6%

28%
22%
50%
17%
22%
17%
28%
44%
34%
5%
22%
34%
22%

POOR

5%

17%
22%

5%
5%
5%
5%
12%

GOOD

76%
59%
41%
29%
59%
64%
71%
59%
53%- · --c-·
64%
64%
29%
59%

FAIR

POOR

6%
29%
12%
36%
18%
6%
23%
29%
29%

29%
290k
23%
18%

12%
59%
29%

18%
6%
6%
6%
12%

FAIR

POOR

36 - over
EXCELLENT

ITEM

62%
61%
39%
55%
34%
61%
72%
39%
61%
45%
67%
44%
44%

FAIR

26 - 35
EXCELLENT

ITEM

GOOD

l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

31%
12%
12%
18%
38%
12%
6%
25%
44%
190/o
12%
12%

GOOD

38%
57%
38%
38%
31%
37%
38%
38%
31%
44%
50%
44%
"19%

31%
31%
19%
38%
44%
25%
44%
50%
44%
12%
19%
38%
50%

31%
6%
25°/o
6%

12%
6%
19%

